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OVERVIEW 
The National Survey of Counseling Center Directors has been conducted since 1981 and includes data provided 
by the administrative heads of college and university counseling centers in the United States and Canada. It began as a 
project of the Urban Task Force of the Association ofUniversity and College Counseling Center Directors, and is now a 
joint endeavor of AUCCCD and the International Association of Counseling Services. 
The survey attempts to stay abreast. of current trends in counseling centers, and to provide counseling center 
directors with ready access to the opinions and solutions of colleagues to problems and challenges in the field. The areas 
addressed cover a range of concerns including budget trends, current concerns, innovative programming, and a nwnber of 
other administrative, ethical and clinical issues. 
This year the total data will be shown separately followed by the data broken down by institution size. Some 
feedback will be appreciated as to whether this format works better than having the total data and the size breakdown on 
the same page. Some additional breakdowns for ot11er groupings (e.g., AAU, AASCU) will be available later on request 
Responses to certain items are coded, allowing opportunity for directors to contact colleges for further 
information on programs or initiatives that t11ey have tmdertaken. A directory of all participants is provided to assist with 
these networking opportunities. 
The 1995 survey includes data provided by directors fro m 3 21 counseling centers, representing institutions from 
47 states and 6 provinces. 
i 
Survey Highlights 1995 
N=321 
1 
The following highlights are based on total data only. Please note that additional comments are provided with the data 
summary. 
9.0% of Centers charge students for personal counseling and generate anywhere from $1,500 to $55,000 a year. 
(Item 1) 
7.2% of Centers reported collecting third party payments for individual session fees (up 2.4% since 1994.) (Item 2) 
36.4% of Centers provide a national testing service (up 4.4% from 1992). 32% of the Centers use the income to support 
testing services and other Center programs. (Items 4 & 5) 
28% of Centers are at least partially supported by a mandatory fee (up 3% from 1991). (Item 6) 
32.4% of Centers took a budget cut last year (down 7% from 1994 and 11.8% from 1993). (rtem 8) 
Institutions considering downsizing (26.2%) or reorganizing (43.3%) Student Affairs, or downsizing (12.5%) or 
reorganizing (19.6%), or privatizing (15.3%) Counseling Centers. 6.2% of Directors feel that there is a real possibility of 
outsourcing on their campus (up from 2. 9% from 1994 ). (Items 10 & 11) 
48.6% of Directors feel that case notes should be maintained only in a central office file (up 10% from 1991). 92% of 
Directors see it as mandatory that they are able to access files in a counselor's absence (up 5% from 1991). (Items 
13 & 14) 
24% of Centers reported that there has been an increase in clients asking to view case records in recent years. 53.6% of 
Centers typically provide such access. (Items 15 & 16) 
29.6% of Centers have a policy on what should/should not be included in case notes to protect against a court-ordered 
opening of records. 69 Centers will share policies. (Items 17 & 18) 
85.7% of Centers provide writte~ materials tp clients explaining limits to confidentiality. (Item 19) 
About 70% of Centers do not inform students about possible future pressure on them to release their records to potential 
government employers or to State Bar Associations. Most Directors (60%) feel that to so inform, might influence 
students' openness and/or participation in counseling. (Items 20 & 21) 
Almost 74% of Directors favor a professional standard stating that psychologists and counselors are not permitted to 
release student records to anyone other than another treating professional. (Item 22) 
28% of Centers have had records or counselors subpoenaed in the past year (up 14% since 1991). See item 24 for 
subpoena examples. (Items 24 &26) 
21 (6.5%) Directors had to discipline or terminate a counselor or intern in the past year due to unethical practice (a 3.9% 
increase from 1994). See Appendix A for examples of other ethical/legal issues faced. (Items 30 & 31) 
11.2% of Centers would provide services to a student from another college and 20.6% of Centers would provide services 
to non-students (e.g. children of faculty, occasional walk-ins). Two-thirds of these assume this risk without assurance of 
institutional support. (Items 33-35) 
36% of Centers have malpractice insurance paid for by the institution, 35.5% have general institutional insurance offered 
to all employees and in 22% of Centers, the counselors pay their own insurance. (Item 36) 
) 
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37.7% of Centers gained a new staff position and 19.3% lost a staff position without replacement. This is similar to the 
percentages of 1994 and represents a shift from 1992 and 1993 when more positions were lost then gained. (Items 
37 & 38) 
Average salary information for different professionals including breakdowns for length of employment, are available in 
Items 39-41. The 2:1 female to male ratio for hires has continued now for the fourth straight year. 
40% of Directors hold academic rank at their institution. 16.5% of Directors are eligible for tenure and 26.8% are 
eligible for sabbaticals. (Item 42) 
In 15.6% of the schools, other Center therapists hold faculty appointments, and 18.4% of the Centers have staff that are 
eligible for sabbaticals. (Items 43 & 44) 
11% of Centers give counselors one-half day per week or more for consultation (down 3.4% from 1991). 25.2% of 
Centers allow counselors to use their offices for after-hours private practice (up 1.2% from 1993). (Items 45 & 46) 
55.5% of schools provide psychiatric services on campus (down 3.5% from 1994). (Item 47) 
Almost 49% of Centers require that a client who receives medication from an on-campus psychiatrist be followed by the 
Counseling Center for psychotherapy. (Item 49) 
44.2% of Centers contract with staff on how to spend their time. (Item 52) 
54.2% of Centers count client cancellations/no-shows as part of a counselor's hour count. (Item 56). 
54.4% of Centers limit the number of counseling sessions allowed a client (no change from 1994). Of those who limit 
sessions, 55.5% of Centers will see clients over the limit for a crisis situation, 46.4% will see the client for a second series 
of sessions in the following year, and 44.2% of Centers will see clients each year for a series of time-limited sessions. 
(Items 57 & 58) 
To more effectively manage their caseloads: 65% of Centers see students in therapy less than once a week, 32% reduce 
the number of students seen more than once a week, 30% no longer have holding appointments for students, and 27% 
assign more students to groups directly from the intake. See item for additional actions. (Item 61) 
77.3% of Centers collect written evaluations from clients (up 8% from 1992). In 19% of the Centers, the evaluation 
forms are distributed by the counselors which may raise some questions about the validity of the results. (Items 62-64) 
82% of Centers report an increase in clients with severe psychological problems. However, since 1992, fewer Directors 
are reporting an increase in waiting list problems (down 21.6%) and sexual assault cases (down 31.8%). See item 65 for 
listing of other concerns. 
81% of Centers had to hospitalize a student for psychological reasons in the past year (steady for last 3 years). 
Information is provided on when directors would notify parents. (Items 66-68) 
' 41% of schools had a student suicide in the past year (up 6% from 1994 and up 13% from 1991). 31 Centers (10%) had 
a client suicide (up 4% from 1994), with three Centers reporting legal actions against them. (Items 69-72) 
55% of Centers had to notify a third party about a potentially suicidal student during the past year and 21% of Centers 
gave Tarasofftype warnings. (Items 73 & 74) 
58% of Directors noticed an increase in violent incidents involving students over the p~st five years. (Item 75) 
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61% of Centers have written polices on dealing with potentially suicidal students (up 15% from 1994}, 44% have policies 
for dealing with potentially violent students and policies for outlining types of problems accommodated by the 
Counseling Center and 37% have policies for having a psychotic student hospitalized and for having an emotionally 
disturbed student removed from the residence halls or school. Only 20% have written statements about the risks of 
counseling. 67% of Centers were willing to share their policies with other Centers. (Item 76) 
88% of Directors will refer clients following intake when there is a lack of staff e"-pertise in the client's problem area, 
81% will refer for longer term treatment, and 25% will refer clients if they have insurance which covers their treatment. 
(Item 78) 
84% of Centers have seen students in the past year due to se,."Wll e"-ploitation or harassment by another student, 65% 
from a faculty member or supervisor, and 16.5% from another therapist. (Item 79) · 
44.5% of Centers have special programs for gay, lesbian, and bise""Wll students (up 8% from 1990); 41% for racial 
minorities, 32% for international students, 9% for single mothers, and 8% for the financially disadvantaged. (Item 80) 
91% of Centers hav.e not reviewed APA ethical guidelines for working with multicultural students, and 93.5% of 
Directors feel that their staff is not well-versed about these guidelines. (Items 81 & 82) 
30% of Directors feel that the number of students seeking help for eating disorders is increasing (up 13% from 1994}, 
11% think there is a decrease (down 8% from 1994), and 58% report no change (down 4% from 1994). (Item 83) 
43% of Centers have seen one or more HIV positive clients within the past year. 17% of Directors felt that they had mv 
positive clients who posed a potential risk to a third party. Of these, just over 2% found it necessary to warn a third 
party. See item for comments. (Items 84 & 85) 
50% of Directors would encourage disclosures but take no further action if an HIV positive client states that he/she has 
not informed his/her partner of the health situation (down 6% from 1994). Another 30% would inform the client that if 
he/she did not inform partner, the Director would be ethically bound to do so. 1% would take no action and the rest 
indicated "other'' which included such actions as: obtaining legal counsel, evaluating safe sex practices, and involving a 
public health agency. (Item 86) 
73% of Directors have noticed an increase in the number of students who report having been sexually abused as children, 
and 80% believe that these students present more serious psychological problems than other clients. 40.5% of Centers 
have had in-service training on abuse issues for staff within the past year. 50% of Centers offer groups for students who 
have been se,."Wllly abused (up 11% since 1992). (Items 87-90) 
20% of Centers have reported to child welfare agencies on a client who had been abused in the past (up 3% from 1990), 
10% reported on clients who were being abused concurrent with counseling, 9% reported on a client who had previously 
abused a child, and 9% reported on a client who was abusing a child concurrent with counseling (down 7.5% from 1990). 
(Item 91) 
31 Centers (10%) had counseling staff who were legally involved in cases to support clients who were child abuse 
victims. 6 Centers (2%) had stafftestify on behalf of clients who had perpetrated abuse. (Item 92) 
About 33% of Centers routinely inquire about prior se,."Ual abuse during assessment of clients. Another 5% ask only 
female clients about prior se,."llal abuse. (Item 93) 
17 Centers have policies or procedures about how to handle reports of recovered memories of childhood sexual abuse. 
60% of Centers have briefly addressed the recovered and false memory controversy, 27% have had frequent discussions 
and/or training, and 12.5% have never discussed the topic. (Items 94 & 95) 
· 41% of Centers accept mandated referrals for assessment and counseling, and another 41% accept referrals for 
assessment only. 17% of Centers accept no mandated referrals. (Item 96) See vol9, no. 4 of the 1995 Journal of College 
Student Psvchotherapy for a good debate on this issue. 
> 
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41% of Centers will see a student who was mandated due to a drug and alcohol problem for one visit, 34% will see the 
student for a series of mandatory sessions, and 18% accept no such referrals. Of those Centers that see mandatory drug 
and alcohol cases, 60% report moderate success,. 3% report great success and 34% report a lack of success. (Item 97) 
22% of schools have received a FIPSE grant through the Counseling Center (up 8% from 1990), 12.5% through the 
Health Center (up 5% from 1990) and 26% through another office. 12% of schools have had other external grants to 
support alcohol-related programming. (Items 99 & 100) 
Methods which schools have used to reduce alcohol use include the following: 87.5% have implemented on-campus 
prevention programs, 77% have implemented policy changes, 62% make off-campus referrals to treatment programs, and 
37% have on-campus treatment programs. (Item 101) 
79% of schools have used peer education to address alcohoJ:.related problems on campus, 57% have used social 
marketing , 48% have increased regulation of the Greek system, and 46% have adopted a low tolerance policy for alcohol 
related crimes. (Item 102) 
23% of schools offer alcohol free floors in residence halls, 23% of schools have totally alcohol-free residence halls, 17% 
have select alcohol-free residence halls, and 4% have contracted alcohol-free rooms. (Item 103) 
40.5% ofDirectors feel that the level of alcohol use has not changed in the past five years, 23% feel that there is an 
increase in all levels of drinking, and 22% feel that there has been an increase in binge drinking. Only 4% feel that there 
has been a decrease in all levels of drinking, and 4% feel that there has been a decrease in binge drinking only. 
(Item 104) 
54% of Centers have increased emphasis on short-term counseling to prepare for managed care. Other popular actions 
include the following: 22% require more detailed documentation of treatment progress, 21% have increased emphasis on 
quality assurance and utilization review methods, 19% use DSM coding on most/all clients, and 16% require written 
treatment plans. (Item 1 OS) 
See Appendix D fora listing of innovative programs or projects. (Item 106) 
1995 DIRECTORS' SURVEY SUMMARY DATA 
Raw data reported outside brackets (frequency data inside) 
NOTE ON_ INTERPRETING TinS SUMMARY: There is missing.data for nearly every question in this year's survey: most Directors skip a question or two. 
The result as that percentages may not add up to I 00 for some queStions. Please assume that the differences indicate missing data, or "no response" to a question. 
Numbers C01Tesp011d to questions on survey, those that have been omitted are highlighted in conunents. Thank you! 
Directors' Gender 
Male 187 
Female 134 
(58.3%) 
(41.7%) 
1. Centers that charge fees for the following SCJVices: 
2. 
3. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
a) Personal counseling to students 
b) Personal counseling to faculty/staff 
c) Personal counseling to alumni 
d) Personal counseling to community 
e) Career counseling to students 
f) Career counseling to faculty/staff' 
g) Career counseling to alumni 
h) Career counseling to community 
i) Career testing to students 
j). Career testing to faculty/staff 
k) Career testing to alumni 
I) Career testing to community 
m) Personality testing to students 
n) Personality testing to faculty/staff 
o) Personality testing to alumni 
p) Personality testing to conununity 
Centers which collect third party payments for 
personal counseling: 
Centers that provide the following SCIVices: 
(Directors checked all that applied) 
a) National tests (eg. GMAT, GR.E, LSAT, CLEP) 
b) Scoring for faculty exams 
c) Evaluation of teaching 
d) Consultation for students on testing 
When applicable, the income generated by testing programs: 
a) Supports testing SCIVices 
b) Supports testing program and other Center programs 
c) Goes back into general fun4s 
d) Other 
Centers that receive support through a mandated fee: 
For Centers supported by any mandatory fee: 
(%based ONLY on responses to this question) 
a) less than 25% of budget covered 
b) 25-49".4 of budget covered 
c) S0-74% ofbudget covered 
d) 75-100% ofbudget covered 
Centers that took a budget cut in 1994-1995: 
How these budget cUts affected Centers 
(Directors checked all responses that applied): 
a) reduced staff 
b). little or no salary increases 
c) education in salaries 
d) reduced "other costs" budget 
e) other 
I 
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
29 
12 
6 
8 
15 
17 
30 
27 
61 
36 
50 
40 
so 
20 
12 
15 
23 
117 
14 
8 
88 
39 
58 
78 
13 
90 
12 
14 
13 
49 
104 
26 
42 
s 
81 
11 
TOTAL 
(N=321) 
(9.0%) 
(3.7%) 
(1.9".4) 
(2.5%) 
(4.7%) 
(5.3%) 
(9.3%) 
(8.4%) 
(19.0%) 
(11.2%) 
(15.6%) 
(12.5%) 
(15.6%) 
(6.2%) 
(3.7%) 
(4.7%) 
(7.2%) 
(36.4%) 
(4.4%) 
(2.5%) 
(27.4%) 
(28.2%) 
(42.0%) 
(20.2%) 
(9.4%} 
(28.0%) 
(13.3%) 
(15.6%) 
(14.4%) 
(54.4%) 
(32.4%) 
(25.0%) 
(40.4%) 
(4.8%) 
(77.9".4) 
(10.6°4.) 
Directors' Racial/Ethnic Identification 
African American 11 (3.4%) 
Asian American 2 (0.6%) 
Hispanic American 9 (2.8%) 
Native American 0 (0.0%) 
White/Caucasian 297 (92.5%) 
Other 2 (0.6%) 
No response 0 (0.0%) 
COMMENTS 
x=$21,310 Range 1500 to 55717 
x=$16,642 Range 300 to 112,837 
N/A 
x=$500 (one center responded) 
x=$8,066 Range 400 to 35000 
x=$1,060 Range 100 to 5000 
x=$419 Range 60 to 1200 
x=$662 Range 100 to 3220 
x=$2,446 Range 40 to 35000 
x=$269 Range 23 to 1000 
x=$332 Range 20 to 1700 
x=$723 Range 23 to 4000 
x=$2,101 Range 25 to 35000 
x=$454 Range 25 to 2000 
X=$87 Range 25 to ISO 
x=$262 Range 25 to soo 
This is up 2.4% since 1994, but is still well below 
the 15% of Centers collecting such fees in 1988. 
The range of income generated by these services is from 
$30-150,000. Mean= $8,696. 
Percentages based on those responded to item. Other 
responses: money went directly to staff, used for travel or 
seminar expenses, buying software and computer 
equipment, petty cash funds, or as an aid in balancing the 
Center's budgeL 
Mandated fees have climbed gradually from 24.5% in 1991 
to 28% in 1995. While this is an effective way of funding 
programs it is becoming more difficult to establish because 
fees have been introduced for so many other setvices. It 
should be noted however, that in large schools, maudated 
fees support 43% of Centers (up 7% since 1993). 
Shows a 7% decrease from 1994 and a 11.8% decrease 
from 1993. Perhaps because earlier reductions have made it 
difficult to cut further. 
Other responses included: limits on hiring temporary 
staff, demoralization, frozen operating costs, cuts on 
payment of malpractice insurance and the charging of 
session fees. · 
.s 
TOTAL COMMENTS 6 
(N=321) 
10. Institutions considering the following: 
Each of these reflects a d~crease since 1994 except for 
(Directors checked all responses that applied) privatizing/outsourcing which shows a 5% increase. New 
a) Downsizing Student Affairs 84 {26.2%) York State employees have been protected from 
b) Reorganizing Student Affairs 139 {43.3%) privatization by a state law {Taylor law) however current 
c) Downsizing the Counseling Center 40 {12.5%) negotiations are threatening this. One university reported 
d) Reorganizing the Counseling Center 63 {19.6%) returning services to campus after several years of 
e) Outsourcing!Priv.atizing the Counseling Center 49 {15.3%) outsourcing. Another college is partially outsourced by development of community outreach center through 
behavioral sciences however communication and client 
transfer posed problems. 
11. Directors that feel there is a real possibility that 
outsourcing/privatization may happen on their campus: 20 {6.2%) ln 1994 only 9 out of310 Directors {2.9"/o) felt outsourcing 
was a real threat compared with 6.2% this year; a significant 
increase. 
13. Directors that support the following Counseling Center 
policies on case notes: 
a) Case notes should be kept only at the discretion of 
the counselor 9 (2.8%) Since 1991 there was a 10% increase in the number of 
b) Case notes should be kept on each client, but should remain 11 {11.2%) Directors that believed client files should be maintained in 
under the care of the client's counselor a central file. Three Directors suggested that case notes 
c) Case notes should be maintained only in a central office file 156 {48.6%) should be kept by the counselor while the case is active 
d) Case notes should be maintained in either a central file or they and stored centrally thereafter. 92.5% of Directors see it 
in counselor's offices, depending on what works 115 {35.8%) as mandatory that be able to access files in a counselor's 
best for the Center. absence. 
15. Centers where there has been an increase in clients asking to 
view case records in recent years: 77 {24.0%) 
16. Centers that typically provide clients with access to 
counselors' reports or case notes on request: 172 {53.6%) Directors should know their state laws concerning 
whether clients have a legal right to view their records. 
17. Centers that have developed a policy on what should or 
shouldn't be included in case notes to protect against a 
court-ordered opening of records: 95 (29.6%) Write for a listing of Centers that are willing to share 
policies. 
19. Centers that provide written materials to clients explaining 
limits to confidentiality: 275 (85.7%) This reflects a 21.7% increase since 1988. 
20. Centers that inform students that in the future, th~y may be 
pressured to sign release of information forms if seeking 
employment in government agencies or admittance to the Bar: 95 (29.6%) 193 Directors {60%) believe that if this information were 
provided, many students might not seek counseling, or be 
less open in counseling. 
22. Directors in favor of a professio113l standard stating that 
psychologists and counselors are not permitted to release student 
records to anyone other than another treating professional 
{barring a court order), even with the signed release of the 
client/patient: 237 {73.8%) CA and VA Centers reported that this violates state laws. 
One Center advocated use of the ADA Act to prevent 
mental health discrimill3tion. Several Centers reported 
that it is the client's right to decide. There was a question 
about releasing records to an insurance company for 
possible viewing by non-professionals. 
23. Directors who feel that it would be a good idea to establish a 
small group to work on developing a statement in support of 
limited release of information: 268 {83.5%) 
24. Centers that have had records or counselors subpoell3ed 
in the past year: 90 {28.0%) This shows a 14% increase from 1991. The most 
common subpoenas dealt with the psychological after 
effects of sexual assault or harassment {16 cases). Most 
25. Centers where it was necessary to comply with the subpoena: were in support of client however three cases involved 
(percentages based on responses to item 24) 67 (74.4%) an attempt to discredit clients. Insurance claims 
following an auto accident, employment injury, or 
disability were also common {15 cases). Other reasons 
26. Subpoenaed records were used: included: client suicides, divorce cases, a false memory 
(percentages based on responses to item 24) case, malpractice charges against a former therapist, and 
a) in support of a claim by Center client 62 {68.9%) suits against universities by former clients. Nineteen 
b) against a client 32 (35.6%) counselors had to. appear in court. 
Important questions raised by some of these cases: 
1. How do counselors protect themselves from being used by clients 
who seck counseling following an accident in order to establish 
psychological damage? 
2. Can records of a client who attempted suicide be subpoenaed as part 
of a hunting expedition to determine whether there is adequate reason to 
sue the counselor for malpractice? 
3. Does a University have the legal right to view a sttident's eounSc:ling records 
when that student is suing the University and the suit docs not involve the 
Counseling Center? 
29. Centers that have had suits against them in the past year: 
30. Dim:tors who have had .to discipline or terminate a counseior 
or intern in the past year due to unethical practices: 
See Appendix A for examples of other legal/ethical dilemmas. 
32 Centers that have a reciprocity agreement with another Counseling 
Center (For example, an agreement to provide counseling to students from 
another institution, with the understanding that the other Center would 
provide services for yoiU' students. should the need arise): 
33. Centers that would, in general, provide services to a student 
from another college or university: 
34. Centers that provide services to non-students not affiliated with 
the University (eg. children of faculty, occasional walk-ins): 
35. When these services are provided, schools which 
would assume legal responsibility in the event of a suit by an 
external client: ("AI based on response to #34) 
36. Centers where malpractice insurance is: 
4 
21 
23 
36 
66 
22 
a) Paid for by institution 116 
b) Paid for by counselors 71 
c) Not used; counselors are covered by general 
institutional insurance for all employees 114 
d) Other 17 
37. Centers which have gained new staff positions in the past year: 
a) Professional 57 
b) Clerical 19 
c) Graduate student assistant or 112 time intern 27 
d) Intern (full time) 18 
38. Centers that have lost a staff position in the past year 
(not replaced) 
a) Professional 34 
b) Clerical 11 
c) Graduate student assistant or 112 time intern IS 
d) Intern (full time) 2 
39. Average salaries for professional staff hired in the past year: 
Minority Male 
a) Director N/A 
b) Training Director N/A 
c) Assistant or Associate Director 49,500 n=2 
d) Counselor with Ph.D. and experience 39,714 n=7 
e) Counselor with new doctorate 35,826 n=S 
f) Counselor with A.B.D. 33,500 n=l 
g) Counselor with MA and experience 35,250n=2 
h) Counselor with new MA 29,000n=l 
I) Counselor with MSW and experience N/A 
j) Counselor with new MSW N/A 
k) Counselor with BA NIA 
I) Psychiatrist/MD (annual salary) N/A 
m) Psychiatrist/MD (hoiD'Iy rate) N/A 
n) Other N/A 
TOTAL 
(N=321) 
(1.2%) 
(6.5%) 
(7.2%) 
(11.2%) 
(20.6%) 
(33.3%) 
(36.1%) 
(22.1%) 
(35.5%) 
(5.3%) 
(17.8%) 
(5.9".4) 
(8.4%) 
(5.6%) 
(10.6%) 
(3.4%) 
(4.7%) 
(0.6%) 
Minority Female· 
55,000 n=1 
N/A 
48,000n=2 
42,415 n=8 
36,625 n=4 
34,328n=7 
35,500 n=4 
29,000 n=1 
36,667 n=3 
NIA 
NIA 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
COMMENTS 
Suits included: a sexual harassment claim, suing 
psychiatrist for malpractice for adverse d111g reaction, 
reverse discrimination hiring suit, and an involuntary 
commitment for an evaluation. 
Problems included: breaches of confidentiality (S). dual 
relationships (~). inappropriate behavior (sexual comments. 
confrontations, defamation of others , missed 
appointments (6), abuse of prescription medication (1) 
and alcohol (1). failure to keep adequate records, and 
use of mail/phone for private profit This represents a 
3.9% increase from 1994. 
Some Centers offer services under certain conditions 
including: crisis intervention, if application fee was paid 
to university, if student is doing a clinical rotation, a 
transfer student, or partner of enrolled student 
Nine Centers offer services to partners and/or children of 
students. Two .Centers offer services to potential students. 
Two-thirds of the Centers providing these services seem to 
be doing so at their own risk. It is likely however, that if a 
suit is filed, institutions will be drawn into the suiL 
Many Directors reported that their staff buy additional 
insurance independently or through their professional 
organizations. 
7 
In 1994 and 1995, Centers have gained more positions than 
they have losL This reverses a trend in the opposite direction 
that was noted in 1992 and 1993. 
Caucasian Male Caucasian Female 
59,500 n=3 60,250n=8 
N/A 42,250n=2 
54,000 n=3 4S,SOOn=2 
40,198n=l0 38,SS0n=8 
32,015 n=7 33,900n=ll 
33,414 n=7 31,929n=7 
31,400 n=S 32,760 n=15 
26,500 n=1 24,833n=6 
34,500 n=2 35,875 n=4 
N/A 35,2SO.n=2 
24,000 n=1 N/A 
115,250 n=2 70,000n=1 
116 n=2 60n=1 
NIA 28,000n=2 
TOTAL 
(N=321) 
COMMENTS 
40. Average salary paid to the following professional staff 
(averaged if more than one per Center): 
a) Director (n=290) 
b) Training Director (n=88) 
c) Clinical Director (n=35) 
d) Associate Director (n=69) 
e) Assistant Director (n=55) 
f) Psychiatrist/MD (annual s:tlary) (n=25) 
g) Psychiatrist (hourly consultation) (n=67) 
Average salary 
57,728 
47,983 
48,638 
47,134 
42,246 
92,073 
90.87 
41. Average salary paid to professional staff according to 
number of years in the position (One representative s:~lary 
reported per category when available): 
4-6 years in position 
38,664; Range26-88K(n=135) 
31,183; Range14-57K(n=101) 
33,832; Range20-45K(n=38) 
35,039; Range27-48K(n=14) 
a) Counselor with Ph.D. 
b) Counselor with MA 
c) Counselor with MSW 
d) Counselor with A.B.D. 
42. a) Directors that hold academic rank at their institution: 
b) Directors that are eligible for tenure: 
c) Directors that are eligible for s:tbbaticals: 
43. Schools where other Center therapists hold faculty 
appointments: 
44. Centers where faculty or non-faculty staff are eligible 
for sabbaticals: 
45. Centers where counselors are given time off for consultation: 
a) Half a day per week 
b) 'Full day per week 
c) Other 
128 
53 
86 
so 
59 
31 
4 
54 
Range 
27-120K 
32-73K 
33-88K 
27-71K 
25-70K 
73-136K 
42-200 
Mean years 
in position 
9.72 
7.80 
4.48 
7.94 
7.80 
7.96 
3.91 
9-11 years in position 
44,565; Range27-80K(n=78) 
37,326; Range20-58K(n=55) 
37,079; Range20-58K(n=29) 
36,063; Range29-41K(n=4) 
Range of years 
in position 
1-31 
1-28 
1-15 
1-25 
1-27 
1-22 
1-12 
1 5+ years in position 
53,044; Range38-98K(n=80) 
45,400; Range27-68K(n=42) 
46,387; Range30-75K(n=13) 
46,500; Range35-52K(n=S) 
(39.9%) 
(16.5%) 
One Director is an "Academic Related" Student Services 
Professional which includes a seat on the senate. 
(26.8%) 
(15.6%) Some Centers offer adjunct status only. 
(18.4%) 
(9.7%) 
(1.2%) 
(16.8%) 
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This represents a 3.4% decrease from 1991. Eight 
Directors allot time as needed. Four Directors reported 
that consultation time is negotiated as needed. Seven 
Centers average 1·3 hours per week and two Centers 
report allotting one day monthly. Comp-time and personal 
time are also used. 
46. Centers where counselors are allowed to use their offices 
for after-hours private practice: 
47. Schools which provide psychiatric services on campus 
(either in Counseling Center or another service unit): 
48. Number ofFTE psychiatrists that are available for students: 
49. Centers that require that a client receiving medication from an 
on-campus psychiatrist be followed by the Counseling Center 
for psychotherapy: (Percentage based on responses to# 47) . 
50. Number ofFTE mental health professionals which provide 
services to students on campus (includes all paid staff and 
interns at Centers and other service units on campus except 
for services provided by students in departmental clinics): 
Approximate ratio of mental health counselors to FTE students: 
51. Number ofFTE career counselors professionals which provide 
services to students on campus (includes all paid staff and 
interns at Centers and other service units on campus) 
Approximate ratio of career counselors to FTE students: 
52. Centers that contract with staff on how they spend their time: 
53. Average number of individual client sessions in a week for 
FTE staff (intakes, assessments, counseling/therapy session.~):· 
54. Average number of group hours a week for FTE staff (therapy, 
support and theme groups) 
55. Average number of workshop/outreach/consultation hours a 
week for FTE staff: 
56. Centers that count client cancellations/no-shows as part of a 
counselor's hour count: 
81 (25.2%) 
178 (55.5%) 
x=.67 Range .0 I to 4 
83 (48.8%) 
x=6.96 Range .50 to 37 
1 to 1588 
x=4.20 Range .0 to 29 
I to 2510 
142 (44.2%) 
x=19.82 Range 10 to 35 
x=2.18 Range .0 to 27 
ii=3.18 Range .0 to 15 
174 (54.2%) 
This reflects a 1.2% increase since 1993. This is 
reportedly against a Wisconsin state law. 
This is down 3.5% from 1994. One Center offers these 
services to staff only. 
Small schools have the best counselor to client ratio (1 to 
714) and large schools the worst (1 to 2292). 
This is up 3.2% from last year. 
57. Centers which limit the number of counseling sessions 
allowed a client: 
58. If a limit is set, maximum number of sessions allowed: 
59. If a session limit is set, and the maximum number of sessions 
bas been reached, Centers that allow the following: 
a) Client can be seen again for crisis situations 
b) Client can be seen for a second series of sessions in the 
following year 
c) Client can be seen each year for a series of time-limited 
sessions 
60. Average number of sessions per client in the past year: 
61. Centers that have taken the following actions to more 
effectively manage caseloads: 
a) Seeing more students in therapy less than once a week 
b) Reducing number of students seen more than once a week 
c) No longer have holding appointments for students 
(Instead of having a regular time each week, students make 
next appointment as counselor's schedule allows) 
d) Using waiting list "support" group (students attend group 
until an individual appointment is available) 
e) Assigning more students to groups directly from 
intake/assessment 
f) Using telephone assessment/intake system 
g) Using computerized assessment/intake system 
b) Other 
62. Centers that collect written evaluations from clients: 
63. In Centers that collect evaluations, it is completed 
a) Ongoing 
b) Once a term 
c) Once a year 
d) Other 
64) In Centers that collect evaluations, the following methods of 
distribution and reviewing the forms are used: 
See school size for break down: 
65. Present concerns of Centers: 
a) Waiting list problems 
b) An increase in the number of students with severe 
psychological problems 
c) Difficulty in filling groups 
d) An increase in sexual assault cases 
e) An increase in crisis counseling 
f) Pressure on the Center to do more about drug and alcohol 
abuse on campus 
g) The need to find better referral sources for students who 
need long-term therapy 
h) Referrals by outside agencies to your Center of clients 
needing long-term therapy 
i) Responding to the needs of learning disabled students 
j) A growing demand for services with no increase in 
resources or fewer resources 
k) Other 
66. Centers that bad to hospitalize a student for psychological 
reasons within the past year: 
67. Directors who would notify paFents against a student's wishes 
if the student is hospitalized for psychological reasons: 
a) Yes, but only if student is under age 
b) Yes, but only if student is still being supported by paFents. 
or requires paFents' insurance coverage 
c) Yes, in all cases 
d) No 
174 
TOTAL 
(N=321) 
(54.2%) 
x= 11.22 Range 3 to 25 
178 (55.5%) 
149 (46.4%) 
142 (44.2%) 
x=5.18 Range 1.5 to 16 
210 (65.4%) 
102 (31.8%) 
96 (29.9%) 
25 (7.8%) 
86 (26.8%) 
14 (4.4%) 
6 (1.9%) 
47 (14.6%) 
248 (77.3%) 
52 (21.0%) 
62 (25.0%) 
73 {29.4%) 
61 {24.6%) 
76 (23.7%) 
264 (82.2%) 
214 {66.7%) 
96 (29.9"/o) 
129 {40.2%) 
91 (30.2%) 
212 (66.0%) 
63 (19.6%) 
160 (49.8%) 
185 (57.6%) 
77 (24.0%) 
259 (80.7%) 
88 (27.4%) 
52 (16.2%) 
so (15.6%) 
92 (28.7%) 
COMMENTS 
One Center reported limiting part-time students only. 
One Center varies limit according to percentage of 
case load, another charges after six sessions. 
Additional actions that Centers have taken are reported in 
Appendix B. 
Fourteen Centers evaluate every 2-3 years and 14 
Centers report evaluations at termination. Other 
responses included: after each intake, once or twice 
a semester, biannually, or after a certain number of sessions 
Most Centers (55%) mail the evaluations to clients and 
have them returned to the Director, 28% have support 
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staff give the evaluations to clients and then have them 
returned to the Director. However, 19"/o have counselors 
give the evaluations form to clients (it is speculated that this 
practice may create bias in answering thus effecting 
the validity of their results). 
Waiting list problems have decreased 14.4% since 1994 
17.4% since 1993, and 21.6% since 1992, perhaps reflecting 
the increase in brief therapy approaches and other 
adjustments. The number of Directors reporting increases in 
sexual assaults has also decreased from 61.7% in 1992 to 
29.9% in 1995. Campus initiatives addressing this problem 
may be having a positive effect. See Appendix C. for 
comments on other concerns. 
This percentage has held steady for the past three years. 
x=5. 72; Range 1 to 50 
TOTAL COMMENTS 10 
(N=321) 
68. Directors who would notifY parents when a student is not capable 
of expressing his/her wishes about informing the parents: 
a) Yes, but only if student is under age 39 (12.1%) 
b) Yes, but only if student is still being supported by parents, 
or requires parents' insurance coverage 49 (15.3%) 
c) Yes, in all cases 131 (40.8%) 
d) No 53 (16.5%) 
69. Campuses that had an enrolled student suicide in the 94-95 
school year: 131 (40.8%) x=1.74; Range I to 6 
70. Centers that bad a client suicide in the 94-95 school year: 31 (9.7%) x=l.l6; Range I to 3. Three Centers had two 
clients suicide and one Center had three. 
71. Centers that have had legal action taken against them following 
a client or former client suicide: 3 (0.9%) 
n~ I~ 72. How these cases were settled (%based on response to #71 ): [n=3) ,.1 t 
a) Out of court 2 (66.7%) 
b) In favor of Center 0 (0.0%) .tv 
c) Against Center 0 (0.0%) ~-~ d) Still in progress I (33.3%) ~:-"' l 1 ~ 
73. Centers that have had to notify a third party about a doz.. 
potentially suicidal student during the past year: 177 (55.1%) Number of notifications - x=3.68; nge 1 to 20 
74. Centers that have had to give warning during the past 
year to a third party about a student who posed danger 
to another person: 67 (20.9%) Number of warnings- x=1.92; Range 1 to 12 
75. Directors that have noted a difference in violent incidents 
involving students: 
a) Noticed increase over last five years 185 (57.6%) 
b) Remained same over last five years 126 (39.3%) 
c) Noticed decrease over last five years 4 (1.2%) 
76. Centers that have written statements or policies on the following: 
a) Having an emotionally disturbed student removed from the 
residence halls or school 119 (37.1%) 15% more schools have written policies on dealing with 
b) Having a psychotic student hospitalized 118 (36.8%) potentially suicidal students than in 1994. Over 67% of 
c) Dealing with a potentially suicidal student 196 (61.1%) Centers have written policies that they are willing to share. 
d) Dealing with a potentially violent student 142 (44.2%) 
e) Risks of counseling 63 (19.6%) 
f) Kinds of client problems appropriate to be seen at the 
Counseling Center 143 (44.5%) 
78. Clients are most likely to be referred following intake when: 
(Directors checked all responses that applied) 
a) longer term treatment required 261 (81.3%) 
b) insurance covers outside treatment 79 (24.6%) 
c) there is lack of staff expertise in client's problem area 283 (88.2%) 
79. Directors who know of students who have come to their Center 
in the past year because of sexual exploitation or harassment by: 
a) another therapist 53 (16.5%) 
b) faculty member of supervisor 209 (65.1%) 
c) another student 269 (83.8%) 
80. Centers that have special programs for: 
a) gay, lesbian, and bisexual students 143 (44.5%) There has been an 8% increase in programs for gay, 
b) racial minorities 131 (40.8%) lesbian, and bisex"ll31 students since 1990. 
c) international students 102 (31.8%) 
d) ftnancially disadvantaged 25 (7.8%) 
e) single mothers 29 (9.0%) 
81. Centers that have thoroughly reviewed APA ethical guidelines 
for working with multicultural students 30 (9.3%) These two questions suggest that Centers could benefit from 
some attention to these guidelines. 
82. Directors that feel their staff is very well-versed about these 
guidelines: 21 (6.5%) 
83. Directors that feel the number of students seeking help for 
eating disorders is: 
a) increasing 96 (29.9%) There has been a 13% increase since 1994 in Directors 
b) decreasing 36 (11.2%) who feel that the number of students seeking help for 
c) remaining about the same as previous years 186 (57.9%) eating disorders is increasing. 
84. Centers that have seen one or more HIV positive clients 
within the past year: 139 (43.3%) 
TOTAL COMMENTS 11 
(N=321) 
85. Directors who felt that any of these HIV positive clients 
posed a risk to any third party: 24 (17.3%) Three Directors did not have enoush infonnation to 
When clients posed a risk, directors who found it 
inform and another four Directors were legally advised 
not to inform. 
necessary to warn a third party: 3 (2.2%) 
86. How Directors would generally handle it if an HIV positive 
client states that he/she has not infom1ed his/her partner of the 
health situation: 
a) Would take no action 2 (0.6%) Thirteen Directors would obtain legal and/or other 
b) Would encourage disclosure but otherwise take no action 153 (47.7%) professional consultation •. Seven Directors would 
c) Would infonn client that if he/she did not inform partner, evaluate safe sex practices, and five would involve public 
that you would be ethically bound to do so 97 (30.2%) health agencies. 
d) Other 41 (12.8%) 
87. Directors who have noticed an increase in the number of 
students who report having been sexually abused as children: 234 (72.9%) 
88. Directors who feel students reporting earlier sexual :~buse 
typically have more serious psychological problems than other 
personal counseling clients: 254 (79.1%) 
89. Centers where staff have had in-service training in the past 
year on how to work with students who have been sexually 
abused as children: 130 (40.5%) 
90. Centers that have run groups for students who have been 
sexually abused :1s children: 161 (50.2%) This reflects an 11% increase since 1992. 
91. Centers where counselors have m:~dc a child :~buse report for 
the following: 
a) a client who had been abused in the p:~st 63 (19.6%) Other reports included: client's p:~rent abusing the client's 
b) a client who w:1s being abused concurrent with counseling 33 (10.3%) child, reports on siblings being abused; client's husbands 
c) a client who had previously :~bused :1 child 28 (8.7%) :~buse of child, abuse of f:~mily friend, and a client who 
d) a client who was abusing a child concurrent with counseling 28 (8.7%) was obsessing about child :~buse. 
92. Clients where counseling staffh:~ve been legally involved 
in cases: 
a) to support :1 child :1buse victim 31 (9.7%) 
b) to support :1 child abuse offender 6 (1.9%) 
c) called to testifY due to f:~mily suit :~lleging false memory 0 (0.0%) 
93. Centers that routinely :1sk about childhood sexual abuse in 
assessment of clients: 
a) for fCID:~le clients 17 (5.3%) 
b) for all clients 107 (33.3%) 
c) not routinely 191 (59.5%) 
94. Centers that have policies/procedures on how reports of recovered 
memories of childhood sexual abuse should be h:~ndled: 17 (5.3%) See the April 1995 Counseling Psychologist for a good 
review of this topic. 
95. Centers where the debate between recovered memory (suggesting 
that recovered memories of abuse :~re re:~l memories) and false 
memory (suggesting that recovered memories :~re therapist-
induced fictions) has become :1n issue: 
a) It w:~s never been discussed :1t our Center 40 (12.5%) 
b) The issue has been briefly mentioned 193 (60.1%) 
c) Our staff h:1s had speci:~l tr:1 ining!frequent 
discussions around this issue: 86 (26.8%) 
96. Centers that accept mand:lted referrols from :1 campus 
administrator or Judicial Bo:~rd: 
a) for assessment :~nd counseling 131 (40.8%) An excellent review of varying positions on m:~ndatory 
b) for assessment only (no mandatory counseling) 132 (41.1%) referrals can be found in the Journal of College Student 
c) we accept no mand:~ted referrols 54 (16.8%) Psvchotherapy vol. 9, no. 4, 1995. 
97. If a campus judici:~l bo:~rd or administrator makes a mandatory 
referral to the Center of a student with a drug or alcohol problem .. 
it is generally handled in the following manner: 
a) No such referrols are accepted 59 (18.4%) 
b) Will see the student for no more than one mandatory visit 133 (41.4%) 
c) Will see the student for a series of mandatory sessions 110 (34.3%) 
98. Level of success for Centers who see mandatory drug & 
alcohol cases: 
a) very successful 11 (5.4%) 
b) moderately successful 122 (60.0%) 
c) not very successful 70 (34.4%) 
TOTAL COMMENTS ll 
(N=321) 
99. Schools that have received a FIPSE grant: 
a) through the Counseling Center 71 (22.1%) Since 1990, there has been an 8% increase in schools 
b) through the Health Center 40 (12.5%) receiving FIPSE grants through their Counseling Centers 
c) through some other office 84 (26.2%) and a 5% increase of those receiving grants through their Health Centers. 
100. Schools that have had external grants apart from FIPSE to 
. support alcohol-related programming: 38 (11.8%) Other sources include: State Departments of Health or Transportation, trustees, alumni, and assorted local grants. 
101. Schools that have attempted to reduced alcohol on 
campus using these methods: 
(Directors checked all that applied) 
a) on a policy level 248 (77.3%) 
b) on-campus prevention programs have been implemented 281 (87.5%) 
c) on-campus treatment focused programs have been 
implemented 118 (36.8%) 
d) off-campus referrals to treatment/prevention programs 
are offered 198 (61.7%) 
e) alcohol use is not considered a problem on our campus 14 (4.4%) 
102. Schools that have implemented any of the following policies 
and programs to address alcohol-related problems on campus: 
(Directors checked all that applied) 
a) peer education 254 (79.1 %) 
b) social marketing for prevention of alcohol abuse 182 (56.7%) 
c) low tolerance policy for alcohol related crimes 148 ·(46.1%) 
d) increased regulation of the Greek system 154 (48.0%) 
103. Schools that have instituted the following alcohol reduction 
residence options: (Directors checked all that applied) 
a) all residence halls totally alcohol-free 75 (23.4%) 
b) select residence halls alcohol-free 56 (17.4%) 
c) alcohol-free floors in residence ha lis 75 (23.4%) 
d) contracted alcohol-free rooms 12 (3.7%) 
104. Directors' opinions about current alcohol use on their 
campus vs. five years ago: 
a) increase in all levels of drinking 75 (23.4%) One Center reports that clients are coming in with more 
b) increase in binge drinking, but not overa II drinking 71 (22.1 %) extensive drinking histories, and another director reports 
c) level of alcohol use has not changed 130 (40.5%) an increase among women drinkers which is in agreement 
d) decrease in binge drinking, but not overall drinking 12 (3.7%) with national data. 
e) decrease in all levels of drinking 14 (4.4%) 
105. Centers that are taking the following actions to prepare for 
managed care: (Directors checked all that applied) 
a) Using DSM coding on all/most clients 62 (19.3%) Other actions included: diversifying services, increasing 
b) No longer counting client cancellations or no-shows as part education and outreach services, educating 
of counselor contact hours 20 (6.2%) administration, increasing master's level clinicians (vs. 
c) Requiring written treatment plans 50 (15.6%) Ph.D.s), and computerizing productivity records. 
d) Requiring more detailed documentation of treatment progress 71 (22.1%) 
e) increased emphasis/training on quality assurance and 
utilization review methods 67 (20.9%) 
f) Increased emphasis on consultation/outreach to campus 
community 148 (46.1%) 
g) Increased emphasis/training on short-term counseling 173 (53.9%) 
h) Lobbying government officials and/or insurance companies 
on inclusion of Counseling Centers as preferred providers 13 (4.0%) 
i) Other 26 (8.1%) 
106. innovative programs or projects at Counseling Centers: See Appendix D. 
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SUMMARY DATA BY SCHOOL SIZE 
Raw data reported outside brackets (frequency data inside) 
SCHOOL SIZE 
Under2,500 2,500 - 7,500 7,500-15,000 OverlS.OOO 
(n=60) (n=9I) (n=80). (n=90) 
1. Centers that charge fees for the following services: 
a) Personal counseling to students 1 (1.7%) I (1.1%) 9 (11.3%) 18 (20.0%) 
b) Personal counseling to faculty/staff 1 (1.7"A.) I (1.1%) 6 (7.S%) 4 (4.4%) 
c) Personal counseling to alumni 1 (1.7%) 2 (2.2%) I (1.3%) 2 (2.2%) 
d) Personal counseling to community 2 (3.3%) 2 (2.2%) 0 (0.0%) 4 (4.4%) 
e) Career counseling to students 1 (1.7%) 0 (0.0%) 6 (7.S%) 8 (8.9%) 
f) Career counseling to facuhy/staff 1 (1.7%) I (1.1%) 9 (I1.3%) 6 (6.7"A.) 
g) Career counseling to alumni s (8.3%) 2 (2.2%) 11 (13.8%) 12 (I3.3%) 
h) Career counseling to conununity 2 (3.3%) 3 (3.3%) 11 (13.8%) 11 (I2.2%) 
i) Career testing to students 2 (3.3%) I2 (I3.2%) 22 (27.S%) 2S (27.8%) 
j) Career testing to facuhy/staff 1 (1.7%) 7 (7.7%) IS (18.8%) 13 (I4.4%) 
k) Career testing to alumni s (8.3%) 11 (12.1%) 16 (20.0%) 18 (20.0%) 
I) Career testing to conununity 2 (3.3%) 7 (7.7%) IS (I8.8%) I6 (I7.8%) 
m) Personality testing to students 4 (6.7"A.) 3 (3.3%) 19 (23.8%) 24 (26.7%) 
n) Personality testing to faculty/staff 1 (1.7%) I (1.1%) 10 (I2.5%) 8 (8.9%) 
o) Personality testing to alumni 2 (3.3%) 1 (1.1%) 4 (S.O%) s (5.6%) 
p) Personality testing to community · I (1.7%) 2 (2.2%) 4 (5.0%) 8 (8.9%) 
2. Centers which collect third party payments for 
personal counseling: 2 (3.3%) (1.1%) 8 (10.0%) 12 (13.3%) 
3. Centers that provide the following services: 
(Directors checked all that applied) 
a. National tests (e.g. GMAT, ORE, LSAT, CLEP) 11 (I8.3%) 32 (3S.2%) 40 (SO.O%) 34 (37.8%) 
b. Scoring for faculty exams 2 (3.3%) 1 (1.1%) 6 (7.S%) 5 (5.6%) 
c. Evaluation ofteaching I (1.7%) 0 (0.0%) 3 (3.8%) 4 (4.4%) 
d Consultation for students on testing 16 (26.7%) 20 (22.0%) 24 (30.0%) 28 (31.1%) 
s. When applicable, the income generated by testing programs: 
a. Supports testing services only 2 (3.3%) 9 (9.9%) I4 (I7.5%) 14 (IS.6%) 
b. Supports testing program and other Center programs 3 (S.O%) 11 (12.I%) 23 (28.8%) 2I (23.3%) 
c. Goes back into general funds 3 (S.O%) 9 (9.9%) 7 (8.8%) 9 (IO.O%) 
d Other 1 (1.7%) 3 (3.3%) 6 (7.5%) 3 (3.3%) 
6. Centers that receive support through a mandated fee: 11 (18.3%) 13 (I4.3%) 27 (33.8%) 39 (43.3%) 
7. For Centers supported by a mandatory fee: . 
(%based ONLY on responses to this question) 
a) less than 2S% of budget covered 2 (18.2%) 2 (1S.4%) 4 (14.8%) 4 (10.3%) 
b) 25-49% ofbudget cov~ 2 (18.2%) 3 (23.1%) 6 (22.2%) 3 (7.7"A.) 
c) 50-74% of budget covered 0 (0.0%) 2 (15.4%) 4 (I4.8%) 7 (17.9%) 
d) 7S-IOO% ofbudget covered 6 (54.5%) 6 (46.2%) 13 (48.I%) 24 (6l.S%} 
8. Centers that took a budget cut in I994-I995: 26 (43.3%) 25 (27.5%) 23 (28.8%) 30 (33.3%) 
9. How these budget cuts affected the centers 
(Directors checked all responses that applied): 
a) reduced staff 3 (11.5%) 5 (20.0%) 7 (30A%) 11 (36.7"A.) 
b) little or no salary increases 10 (38.5%) 9 (36.0%) 12 (S2.2%) ll (36.7"A.) 
(Directors checked all responses that applied} 
a) Downsizing Student Affairs 13 (21.7"/o) 27 (29.7%) 2S (31.3%) 19 (21.1%) 
c) reduction in salaries 1 (3.8%) 1 (4.0%) 0 (0.0%) 3 (10.0%) 
d) reduced "other costs" budget 24 (92.3%) 2I (84.0%) 16 (69.6%) 20 (66.7"A.) 
e) other 1 (3.8%) 3 (12.0%) I (4.3%) 6 (20.0%) 
10. Institutions considering the following: 
. b) Reorganizing Student Affairs 23 (38.3%) 39 (42.9%) 45 (56.3%) 32 (3S.6%) 
c) Downsizing the Counseling Center 6 (10.0%) 10 (11.0%) 13 (I6.3%) 11 (I2.2%) 
d) Reorganizing the Counseling Center 8 (13.3%) 13 (14.3%) 23 (28.8%) 19 (21.1%) 
e) Outsourcing/Privatizing the Counseling Center 7 (Il.7%) 13 (14.3%) 11 (13.8%) 18 (20.0%) 
11. Directors that feel there is a real possibility that 
outsourcing/privatization may happen on their campus: 2 (3.3%) 2 (2.2%) 7 (8.8%) 9 (10.0%) 
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13. Directors that support the following Counseling Center 
standards on case notes: 
a. Case notes should be kept only at the discretion of 
the counselor 2 (3.3%) 3 (3.3%) (1.3%) 3 
(3.3%) 
b. Case notes should be kept on each client, but should remain (2.2%) 
under the care of the client's counselor 17 (28.3%) 8 (8.8%) 9 (11.3%) 2 
c. Case notes should be maintained only in a central office file 20 (33.3%) 34 (37.4%) 45 (56.3%) 57 (63.3%) 
d. Case notes should be maintained in either a central file or 
in counselor's offices, depending on what works best 
for the Center 21 (35.0%) 43 (47.3%) 24 (30.0%) 27 (30.0%) 
15. Centers where there has been an increase in clients asking to 
view case records in recent years: 5 (8.3%) 17 (18.7%) 23 (28.8%) 32 (35.6%) 
16. Centers that typically provide clients with access to 
counselors' reports or case notes on request: 25 (41.7%) 46 (50.5%) 40 (50.0%) 61 (67.8%) 
17. Centers that have developed a policy on what should or 
shouldn't be included in case notes to protect against a 
court-ordered opening of records: 15 (25.0%) 25 (27.5%) 22 (27.5%) 33 (36.7%) 
19. Centers that provide written materials to clients e"-plaining 
limits to confidentiality: 44 (73.3%) 76 (83.5%) 72 (90.0%) 83 (92.2%) 
20. Centers that inform students that in the future, they may be 
pressured to sign release of information forms if seeking 
employment in government agencies or admituince to the Bar: II (18.3%) 28 (30.8%) 29 (36.3%) 27 (30.0%) 
21. Directors that believe that if this information were provided, 
students who are considering government work or Law School might 
not seek counseling, or be less open in counseling: 33 (55.0%) 57 (62.6%) 48 (60.0%) 55 (61.1%) 
22. Directors in favor of a professional standard stating that 
psychologists and counselors are not permitted to release student 
records to anyone other than another treating professional 
(barring a court order), even with the signed release of the 
client/patient: 47 (78.3%) 67 (73.6%) 60 (75.0%) 63 (70.0%) 
23. Directors who feel that it would be a good idea to establish a 
small group to work on developing a statement in support of 
limited release of information: 50 (83.3%) 77 (84.6%) 70 (87.5%) 71 (78.9%) 
24. Centers that have had records or counselors subpoenaed 
in the past year: 10 (16.7%) 20 (22.0%) 20 (25.0%) 40 (44.4%) 
25. Centers where it was necessary to comply with the subpoena: 
(percentages based on responses to item 24) 6 (60.0%) 16 (80.0%) 17 (85.0%) 28 (70.0%) 
26. Subpoenaed records were used: 
(percentages based on responses to item 24) 
a) in support of a claim by Center client 4 (40.0%) 12 (60.0%) 14 (70.0%) 32 (80.0%) 
b) against a client 3 (30.0%) 9 (45.0%) 7 (35.0%) 13 (32.5%) 
27. Counselors who had to appear in court: 
(percentages based on responses to item 24) 3 (30.0%) 5 (25.0%) 2 (10.0%) 9 (22.5%) 
29. Centers that have had suits against them in the past year: 0 (0.0%) (1.1%) 0 (0.0%) 3 (3.3%) 
30. Directors who have had to discipline or terminate a counselor 
or intern in the past year due to unethical practices: (1.7%) 2 (2.2%) 6 (7.5%) 12 (13.3%) 
31. Centers which have experienced other legaVethical dilemmas 
in the past year: 13 (21.7%) 23 (25.3%) 27 (33.8%) 34 (37.8%) 
Comments: See Appendix A 
32. Centers that have a reciprocity agreement with another Counseling 
Center (For example, an agreement to provide counseling to 
students from another institution, with the understanding that 
the other Center would provide services for your students. 
should the need arise): 4 (6.7%) 3 (3.3%) 6 (7.5%) 10 (11.1%) 
33. Centers that would, in general, provide services to a student 
from another college or university: 5 (8.3%) 13 (14.3%) 8 (10.0%) 10 (11.1%) 
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34. Centers that provide services to non-students not affiliat~d with 
the University (e.g. children of faculty, occasional walk-ins): 12 (20.0%) 16 (17.6%) 19 (23.8%) 19 (21.1%) 
35. Schools where, if these services are provided, th~ institution 
would assume legal responsibility in th~ ~vent of a suit by one 
of these clients: (%based on response to #34) (8.3%) 4 (25.0%) 9 (47.4%) 8 (42.1%) 
36. Centers where malpractice insuranc~ is: 
a. Paid for by institution 34 (56.7%) 37 (40.7%) 23 (28.8%) 22 (24.4%) 
b. Paid for by counselors 10 (16.7%) 20 (22.0%) 19 (23.8%) 22 (24.4%) 
c. Not used; counselors are covered by general 
institutional insurance for all employees 10 (16.7%). 28 (30.8%) 36 (45.0%) 40 (44.4%) 
d. Other 4 (6.7%) 6 (6.6%) 2 (2.5%) 5 (5.6%) 
37. Centers which have gained new staff positions in the past year: 
a) Professional 7 (11.7%) 14 (15.4%) 13 (16.3%) 23 (25.6%) 
b) Clerical 3 (5.0%) 5 (5.5%) 2 (2.5%) 9 (10.0%) 
c) Graduate student assistant or I /2 time intern 7 (11.7%) 9 (9.9%) 5 (6.3%) 6 (6.7%) 
d) Intern (full time) (1.7%) 3 (3.3%) 5 (6.3%) 9 (10.0%) 
38. Centers that have lost a staff position in the past year 
(not replaced) 
a) Professional 5 (8.3%) 9 (9.9%) 8 (10.0%) 12 (13.3%) 
b) Clerical 0 (0.0%) 3 (3.3%) 2 (2.5%) 6 (6.7%) 
c) Graduate student assistant or 112 time intern 0 (0.0%) 3 (3.3%) 5 (6.3%) 7 (7.8%) 
d) Intern (full time) 1 (1.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (1.1%) 
39. Average salaries for professional staff are listed in the total section. 
42. a. Directors that hold academic rank at their institution: 17 (28.3%) 24 (26.4%) 38 (47.5%) 49 (54.4%) 
b. Directors that are eligible for tenure: 2 (3.3%) II (12.1 %) 19 (23.8%) 21 (23.3%) 
c. Directors that are eligible for sabbaticals: 12 (20.0%) 19 (20.9%) 24 (30.0%) 31 (34.4%) 
43. Schools where other Center therapists hold faculty 
appointments: 8 (13.3%) 28 (30.8%) 40 (50.0%) 53 (58.9%) 
44. Centers where faculty or non-faculty staff are eligible 
for sabbaticals: 14 (23.3%) 27 (29.7%) 26 (32.5%) 30 (33.4%) 
45. Centers where counselors are given time off for consultation: 
a. Half a day per week 2 (3.3%) 12 (13.2%) 6 (7.5%) II (12.2%) 
b. Full day per week 0 (0.0%) I (1.1%) 2 (2.5%) I (1.1%) 
c. Other . 12 (20.0%) 13 (14.3%) 11 (13.8%) 18 (20.0%) 
46. Centers where counselors are allowed to use their offices 
for after-hours private practice: 21 (35.0%) 22 (24.2%) 18 (22.5%) 20 (22.2%) 
47. SChools which provide psychiatric services on campus 
(either in Counseling Center or another service unit): 16 (26.7%) 37 (40.7%) 48 (60.0%) 77 (85.6%) 
48. Number ofiTE psychiatrists that are available for students: X= .23 Range .03 to .75 X=.31 Range .02 to 2.0 X=.48 Range .03 to 4 X=1.02 Range .01 to 4 
49. Centers that required that a client receiving medication from an 
on-campus psychiatrist be followed by the Counseling Center 
for psychotherapy: 13 (21.7%) 19 (20.9%) 24 (30.0%) 27 (30.0%) 
50. Number ofiTE mental health professionals which provide 
services to students on campus (includes all paid staff and 
interns at Centers and other service units on campus except 
for services provided by students in departmental clinics): x=2.57 Range .50 to .90 x=4.3 Range .75 to 20 x=6.91 Range 2 to 14.3 X=12.67 Range 3 to 37 
Approximate ratio of mental health counselors to ITE students: 1 to 714 I to 1279 1 to 1818 I to 2292 
51. Number ofiTE career counselors professionals which provide 
services to students on campus (includes all paid staff and 
interns at Centers and other service units on campus) x=2.03 Range .0 to 8.0 'ir-3.17 Range .0 to 12 "X--4.06 Range 0 to 13 X=6.92 Range 0 to 28.5 
Appro)cimate ratio of career counselors to ITE stud~nts: I to 943 I to 1~48 I to3129 1 to 3670 
52. Centers that contract with staff on how they spend their tim~: II (18.3%) 36 (39.6%) 37 (46.3%) 58 (64.4%) 
53. Average number of individual client sessions in a week for 
ITE staff(intakes, assessments, counsding/therapy sessions): x=21.62 Range 12 to 35 x=20.6 Range I 0 to 30 x=19.38 Range 10 to 30 'ir-18.29 Range II- 32 
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54. Average number of group hours a week for FTE staff (therapy. 
support and theme groups) x=i.85 Range 0 to 6 x=2.38 Range 0 to 27 x= 1.86 Range 0 to 6 
X=2.48 Range 0 to 6 
55. Average number of workshop/outreach/consultation hours a 
week for FTE staff: X=4.01 Range 0 to 12 X= 3.26 Range 0 to 15 x=2.84 Range .S to 15 
X=2.89 Range .25 to 12 
56. Centers that count client cancellations/no-shows as part of a 
counselor's hour count: 24 (40.0%) 43 (47.3%) 49 (61.3%) 
58 (64.4%) 
57. Centers which limit the number of counseling sessions 
allowed a client: 16 (26.7%) 44 (48.4%) 48 (60.0%) 
66 (73.3%) 
58. If a limit is set, maximum number of sessions allowed: X=IO.OO Range 6 to 15 X=I0.49 Range 3 to 24 
X=l1.23 Range 5 to 25 X=12.02 Range 6 to 20 
59. If a session limit is set, and the maximum number of sessions 
has been reached, Centers that allow the following: 
a. Client can be seen again for crisis situations 19 (31.7%) 47 (51.6%) 47 (58.8%) 65 (72.2%) 
b. Client can be seen for a second series of sessions in the 
following year 18 (30.0%) 39 (42.9%) 37 (46.3%) 55 (61.1%) 
c. Client can be seen each year for a series of time-limited 
sessions 16 (26.7%) 40 (44.0%) 39 (48.8%) 47 (52.2%) 
60. Average number of sessions per client in the past year: "i=5.53 Range 2 to 10.8 x=5.02 Range 1.5 to 15 
X=5.13 Range 2 to 16 X=5.14 Range 2.5 to 12 
61. Centers that have taken the following actions to more 
effectively manage caseloads: 
a. Seeing more students in therapy less than once a week 30 (50.0%) 60 (65.9%) 52 (65.0%) 68 (75.6%) 
b. Reducing number of students seen more than once a week 23 (38.3%) 28 (30.8%) 20 (25.0%) 31 (34.4%) 
c. No longer have holding appointments for students 
(Instead of having a regular time each week. students make 
next appointment as counselor's schedule allows) 24 (40.0%) 28 (30.8%) 21 (26.3%) 23 (25.6%) 
d. Using waiting list "support" group (students attend group 
until an individual appointment is available) 0 (0.0%) 5 (5.5%) 7 (8.8%) 13 (14.4%) 
e. Assigning more students to groups directly from 
intake/assessment 2 (3.3%) 20 (22.0%) 22 (27.5%) 42 (46.7%) 
f. Using telephone assessment/intake system 4 (6.7%) I (1.1%) 5 (6.3%) 4 (4.4%) 
g. Using computerized assessment/intake system I (1.7%) I (1.1%) I (1.3%) 3 (3.3%) 
h. Other 4 (6.7%) 15 (16.5%) 9 (11.3%) 19 (21.1%) 
See Appendix B. for comments 
62. Centers that collect written evaluations from clients: 30 (50.0%) 78 (85.7%) 61 (76.3%) 79 (87.8%) 
63. In Centers that collect evaluations, it is completed 
a. Ongoing 4 (13.3%) 14 (17.9%) 11 (18.0%) 23 (29.1%) 
b. Once a term 7 (23.3%) 19 (24.4%) 20 (32.8%) 16 (20.3%) 
c. Once a year II (36.7%) 28 (35.9%) 11 (18.0%) 23 (29.1%) 
d. Other 8 (26.7%) 17 (21.8%) 19 (31.1%) 17 (21.5%) 
64. In Centers that collect evaluations, the following methods of 
distribution and reviewing the forms are used: 
Evaluations are mailed to clients and: 
a. are returned to Director or the Director's representative 24 (80.0%) 49 (62.8%) 30 (49.2%) 34 (43.0%) 
b. are returned directly to evaluated counselors, who then pass 
them on to Director (3.3%) 2 (2.6%) (1.6%) 2 (2.5%) 
Evaluations are given to clients by support staff as they 
complete counseling or after a certain number of sessions and: 
a. are returned to Director or the Director's representative 7 (23.3%) 17 (21.8%) 25 (41.0%) 20 (25.3%) 
b. are returned directly to evaluated counselors, who then pass 
them on to Director 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) (1.6%) 3 (3.8%) 
Evaluations are given to client by counselors and: 
a. are returned to Director or the Director's representative (3.3%) 15 (19.2%) 8 (13.1%) 19 (24.1%) ! 
b. are returned directly to evaluated counselors. who then pass 
them on to Director 0 (0.0%) I (1.3%) I (1.6%) 2 (2.5%) 
Other: 2 (6.7%) 10 (12.8%) 6 (9.8%) 12 (15.2%) 
65. Present concerns of Centers: 
a) Waiting list problems 3 (5.0%) 16 (17.6%) 25 (31.3%) 32 (35.6%) 
b) An increase in the number of students with severe 
psychological problems 48 (80.0%) 73 (80.2%) 67 (83.8%) 76 (84.4%) 
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c) Difficulty in filling groups 38 (63.3%) 62 (68.1%) 58 (72.5%) 56 (62.2%) 
d) An increase in sexual assau It cases 22 (36.7%) 27 (29.7%) 24 (30.0%) 23 (25.6%) 
e) An increase in crisis counseling 20 (33.3%) 40 (44.0%) 30 (37.5%) 39 (43.3%) 
f) Pressure on the Center to do more about drug and alcohol 
abuse on campus 31 (51.7%) 30 (33.0%) 20 (25.0%) 16 (17.8%) 
g) The need to find better referral sources for students who 
need long-term therapy 31 (51.7%) 56 (61.5%) 56 (70.0%) 69 (76.7%) 
h) Referrals by outside agencies to your Center of clients 
needing long-term therapy 1 (1.7%) 19 (20.9%) 22 (27.5%) 21 (23.3%) 
i) Responding to the needs ofleaming disabled students 34 (56.7%) 47 (51.6%) 35 (43.8%) 44 (48.9%) 
j) A growing demand for services with no increase in 
resources or fewer resources 31 (51.7%) 60 (65.9%) 40 (50.0%) 54 (60.0%) 
k) Other 12 (20.0%) 15 (16.5%) 22 (27.5%) 28 (31.1%) 
See Appendix C. for comments. 
66. Centers that had to hospitalize a student for psychological 
reasons within the past year: 47 (78.3%) 71 (78.0%) 64 (80.0%) 77 (85.6%) 
67. Directors who would notifY parents against a student's wishes 
if the student is hospitalized for psychological reasons: 
a) Yes, but only if student is under age 13 (21.7%) 25 (27.5%) 23 (28.8%) 27 (30.0%) 
b) Yes, but only if student is still being supported by parents. 
or requires parents' insurance coverage 16 (26.7%) 19 (20.9%) 12 (15.0%) 5 (5.6%) 
c) Yes, in all cases 12 (20.0%) 17 (18.7%) 11 (13.8%) 10 (11.1%) 
d)No 14 (23.3%) 21 (23.1%) 20 (25.0%) 37 (41.1%) 
68. Directors who would notifY parents when a student is not capable 
of expressing his/her wishes about informing the parents: 
a) Yes, but only if student is under age 3 (5.0%) 12 (13.2%) 10 (12.5%) 14 (15.6%) 
b) Yes, but only if student is still being supported by parents, 
or requires parents' insurance coverage 12 (20.0%) 18 (19.8%) 12 (15.0%) 7 (7.8%) 
c) Yes, in all cases 32 (53.3%) 41 (45.1%) 33 (41.3%) 25 (27.8%) 
d)No 6 (10.0%) 9 (9.9%) 11 (13.8%) 27 {30.0%) 
69. Campuses that had an enrolled student suicide in the 94-95 
school year: 4 (6.7%) 24 (26.4%) 39 (48.8%) 64 (71.1%) 
70. Centers that had a client suicide in the 94-95 school year: 2 (3.3%) 5 (5.5%) 9 (11.3%) 15 (16.7%) 
71. Centers that have had legal action taken against them following 
a client or former client suicide: 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 3 (3.3%) 
72. How these cases were settled (% based on response to #71 ): [n=3) 
a) Out of court NIA N!A NIA 2 (66.7%) 
b) ln favor of Center NIA NIA NIA 0 (0.0%) 
c) Against Center N!A NIA NIA 0 (0.0%) 
d) Still in progress NIA NIA NIA I (33.3%) 
73. Centers that have had to notifY a third party about a 
potentially suicidal student during the past year: 24 (40.0%) 55 (60.4%) 47 (58.8%) 51 (56.7%) 
74. Centers that have had to give warning during the past 
year to a third party about a student who posed danger 
to another person: 10 (16.7%) 14 (15.4%) 16 (20.0%) 27 (30.0%) 
75. Directors that have noted a difference in violent incidents 
involving students: 
a Noticed increase over last five years 28 (46.7%) 53 (58.2%) 43 (53.8%) 61 (67.8%) 
b. Remained same over last five years 29 (48.3%) 36 (39.6%) 35 (43.8%) 26 (28.9%) 
c. Noticed decrease over last five years I (1.7%) I (1.1%) 1 (1.3%) (1.1%) 
76. Centers that have written statements or policies on the following: 
a Having an emotionally disturbed student removed from the 
residence halls or school 23 (38.3%) 43 (47.3%) 27 (33.8%) 26 (28.9%) 
b. Having a psychotic student hospitalized 22 (36.7%) 32 (35.2%) 29 (36.3%) 35 (38.9%) 
c. Dealing with a potentially suicidal student 32 (53.3%) 64 (70.3%) 48 (60.0%) 52 (57.8%) 
d. Dealing with a potentially violent student 22 (36.7%) 43 (47.3%) 37 . (46.3%) 40 (44.4%) 
e. Risks of counseling II (18.3%) 19 (20.9%) 16 (20.0%) 17 (18.9%) 
f. Kinds of client problems appropriate to be seen at the 
Counseling Center 22 (36.7%) 46 (50.5%) 40 (50.0%) 35 (38.9%) 
77. Centers willing to share their written policies with 
other Centers: 31 (51.7%) 61 (67.0%) 57 (71.3%) 67 (74.4%) 
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78. Clients are most likely to be referred following intake when: 
(Directors checked all responses that applied) 
a. longer term treatment required 41 (68.3%) 72 (79.1%) 67 (83.8%) 81 
(90.0%) 
b. insurance covers outside treatment 8 (13.3%) 17 (18.7%) 20 (25.0%) 34 
(37.8%) 
c. there is lack of staff expertise in client's problem area 52 (86.7%) 80 (87.9%) 72 (90.0%) 79 (87.8%) 
79. Directors who know of students who have come to their Center 
in the past year because of sexual ex-ploitation or harassment by: 
a. another therapist 8 (13.3%) 9 (9.9%) 12 (15.0%) 24 
(26.7%) 
b. faculty member of supervisor 31 (51.7%) 53 (58.2%) 56 (70.0%) 69 (76.7%) 
c. another student 47 (78.3%) 78 (85.7%) 67 (83.8%) 77 
(85.6%) 
80. Centers that have special programs for: 
a. gay, lesbian, and bisex-ual students 20 (33.3%) 30 (33.0%) 35 (43.8%) 58 (64.4%) 
b. racial minorities 14 (23.3%) 25 (27.5%) 33 (41.3%) 59 (65.6%) 
c. international students 12 (20.0%) 30 (33.0%) 18 (22.5%) 42 (46.7%) 
d fmancially disadvantaged 6 (10.0%) 6 (6.6%) 3 (3.8%) 10 (11.1%) 
e. single mothers 3 (5.0%) 8 (8.8%) 7 (8.8%) 11 (12.2%) 
81. Centers that have thoroughly reviewed AP A ethical guidelines 
for working with multicultural students 4 (6.7%) 6 (6.6%) 6 (7.5%) 14 (15.6%) 
82. Directors that feel their staff is very well-versed about these 
guidelines: 3 (5.0%) 4 (4.4%) 5 (6.3%) 9 (10.0%) 
83. Directors that feel the number of students seeking help for 
eating disorders is: 
a. increasing 22 (36.7%) 25 (27.5%) 24 (30.0%) 25 (27.8%)' 
b. decreasing 5 (8.3%) 7 (7.7%) 12 (15.0%) 12 (13.3%) 
c. remaining about the same as previous years 33 (55.0%) 58 (63.7%) 43 (53.8%) 52 (57.8%) 
84. Centers that have seen one or more HIV positive clients 
within the past year: 16 (26.7%) 35 (38.5%) 36 (45.0%) 52 (57.8"/o) 
85. Directors who felt that any of these HIV positive clients 
posed a risk to any third party: 2 (12.5%) 6 (17.1%) 5 (13.9%) 11 (21.2%) 
When clients posed a risk, directors who found it 
necessary to warn a third party: 0 (0.0%) (2.9%) (2.8%) (1.9%) 
86. How Directors would generally handle it if an HIV positive 
client states that he/she has not informed his/her partner of the 
health situation: 
a. Would take no action 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) I (1.3%) 1 (1.1%) 
b. Would encourage disclosure but otherwise take no action 29 (48.3%) 36 (39.6%) 45 (56.3%) 43 (47.8%) 
c. Would inform client that ifhe/she did not inform partner, 
that you would be ethically bound to do so 15 (25.0%) 31 (34.1%) 24 (30.0%) 27 (30.0%) 
d Other 8 (13.3%) 12 (13.2%) 6 (7.5%) IS (16.7%) 
87. Directors who have noticed an increase in the number of 
students who report having been sexually abused as children: 40 (66.7%) 71 (78.0%) 62 (77.5%) 61 (67.8%) 
88. Directors who feel students reporting earlier sex-ual abuse 
typically have more serious psychological problems than other 
personal counseling clients: 44 (73.3%) 76 (83.5%) 65 (81.3%) 69 (76.7%) 
89. Centers where staff have had in-service training in the past 
year on how to work with students who have been sex"Ually 
abused as children: 18 (30.0%) 36 (39.6%) 33 (41.3%) 43 (47.8%) 
90. Centers that have run groups for students who have been 
sexually abused as children: 11 (18.3%) 36 (39.6%) 51 (63.8%) 63 (70.0%) 
91. Centers where counselors have made a child abuse report for 
the following: 
a. a client who had been abused in the past 4 (6.7%) 14 (15.4%) 21 (26.3%) 24 (26.7%) 
b. a client who was being abused concurrent with counseling 2 (3.3%) 4 (4.4%) 8 (10.0%) 19 (21.1%) 
c. a client who had previously abused a child I (1.7%) 6 (6.6%) 8 (10.0%) 13 (14.4%) 
d a client who was abusing a child concurrent with counseling 2 (3.3%) 8 (8.8%) 6 (7.5%) 12 (13.3%) 
92. Clients where counseling staffhave been legally involved 
in cases: 
a. to support a child abuse victim 3 (5.0%) 4 (4.4%) 8 (10.0%) 16 (17.8%) 
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b. to support a child abuse offender 0 (0.0%) 3 (3.3%) I (1.3%) 2 (2.2%) 
c. called to testifY due to family suit alleging false memory 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 
93. Centers that routinely ask about childhood sexual abuse in 
assessment of clients: 
a. for female clients 5 (8.3%) 3 (3.3%) 6 (7.5%) 3 (3.3%) 
b. for all clients 17 (28.3%) 28 (30.8%) 27 (33.8%) 35 (38.9%) 
c. not routinely 37 (61.7%) 56 (61.5%) 47 (58.8%) 51 (56.7%) 
94. Centers that have policies/procedures on how reports of recovered 
memories of childhood sex1Jal abuse should be handled: 3 (5.0%) 6 (6.6%) 6 (7.5%) 2 (2.2%) 
95. Centers where the debate between recovered memory (suggesting 
that recovered memories of abuse are real memories) and false 
memory (suggesting that recovered memories are therapist-
induced fictions) has become an issue: 
a. It was never been discussed at our Center 9 (15.0%) 12 (13.2%) 8 (10.0%) 11 (12.2%) 
b. The issue has been briefly mentioned 36 (60.0%) 55 (60.4%) 47 (58.8%) 55 (61.1%) 
c. Our staff has had .special training/frequent 
discussions around this issue: 14 (23.3%) 23 (25.3%) 25 (31.3%) 24 (26.7%) 
96. Centers that accept mandated referrals from a campus 
administrator or Judicial Board: 
a. for assessment and counseling 31 (51.7%) 39 (42.9%) 31 (38.8%) 30 (33.3%) 
b. for assessment only (no mandatory counseling) 20 (33.3%) 35 (38.5%) 33 (41.3%) 44 (48.9%) 
c. we accept no mandated referrals 9 (15.0%) 16 (17.6%) 15 (18.8%) 14 (15.6%) 
97. If a campus judicial board or administrator makes a mandatory 
referral to the Center of a student with a drug or alcohol problem, 
it is generally handled in the following manner: 
a. No such referrals are accepted 9 (15.0%) 16 (17.6%) 19 (23.8%) 15 (16.7%) 
b. Will see the student for no more than one mandatory visit 25 (41.7%) 33 (36.3%) 30 (37,5%) 45 (50.0%) 
c. Will see the student for a series of mandatory sessions 25 (41.7%) 38 (41.8%) 25 (31.3%) 22 (24.4%) 
98. Level of success for Centers who see mandatory drug & 
alcohol cases: 
a. very successful 4 (6.7%) 4 (4.4%) 1 (1.3%) 2 (2.2%) 
b. moderately successful 24 (40.0%) 33 (36.3%) 32 (40.0%) 33 (36.7%) 
c. not very successful 14 (23.3%) 20 (22.0%) 16 (20.0%) 20 (22.2%) 
99. Schools that have received a FIPSE grant: 
a. through the Counseling Center 15 (25.0%) 21 (23.1%) 19 (23.8%) 16 (17.8%) 
b. through the Health Center 2 (3.3%) 4 (4.4%) 14 (17.5%) 20 (22.2%) 
c. through some other office 12 (20.0%) 27 (29.7%) 19 (23.8%) 26 (28.9%) 
100. Schools that have had external grants apart from FIPSE to 
support alcohol-related programming: (1.7%) 13 (14.3%) 13 (16.3%) 11 (12.2%) 
101. Schools that have attempted to reduced alcohol on 
campus using these methods: 
(Directors checked all that applied) 
a. on a policy level 47 (78.3%) 71 (78.0%) 62 (77.5%) 68 (75.6%) 
b. on-campus prevention programs have been implemented 48 (80.0%) 81 (89.0%) 72 (90.0%) 80 (88.9%) 
c. on-campus treatment focused programs have been 
implemented 17 (28.3%) 33 (36.3%) 33 (41.3%) 35 (38.9%) 
d. off-campus referrals to treatment/prevention prqgrams 
are offered 33 (55.0%) 58 (63.7%) 53 (66.3%) 54 (60.0%) 
e. alcohol use is not considered a problem on our campus 5 (8.3%) (1.1%) 5 (6.3%) 3 (3.3%) 
102. Schools that have implemented any of the following policies 
and programs to address alcohol-related problems on campus: 
(Directors checked all that applied) 
a. peer education 40 (66.7%) 74 (81.3%) 67 (83.8%) 73 (81.1%) 
b. social marketing for prevention of alcohol abuse 27 (45.0%) 53 (58.2%) 47 (58.8%) 55 (61.1%) 
c. low tolerance policy for alcohol related crimes 30 (50.0%) 45 (49.5%) 34 (42.5%) 39 (43.3%) 
d. increased regulation of the Greek system 19 (31.7%) 38 (41.8%) 44 (55.0%) 53 (58.9%) 
103 .. Schools that have instituted the following alcohol reduction 
residence options: (Directors checked all that applied) 
a. all residence halls totally alcohol-free 6 (10.0%) 23 (25.3%) 19 (23.8%) 27 (30.0%) 
b. select residence halls alcohol-free 16 (26.7%) 13 (14.3%) 14 (17.5%) 13 (14.4%) 
c. alcohol-free floors in residence halls 19 (31.7%) 16 (17.6%) 25 (31.3%) 15 (16.7%) 
d. contracted alcohol-free rooms 0 (0.0%) 2 (2.2%) 3 (3.8%) 7 (7.8%) 
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·Under 2,500 2,500 - 7,500 7,500 - 15,000 OverlS,OOO 
(n=60) (n=91) (n=80) (n=90) 
104. Directors' opinions about current alcohol use on their 
campus vs. five years ago: 
a. increase in allleve1s of drinking 12 (20.0%) 23 (25.3%) 25 (31.3%) 15 (16.7%) 
b. increase in binge drinking. but not overall drinking 14 (23.3%) 19 (20.9%) 17 (21.3%) 21 (23.3%) 
c. level of alcohol use has not changed 26 (43.3%) 32 (35.2%) 26 (32.5%) 46 (51.1%) 
d. decrease in binge drinking. but not overall drinking 2 (3.3%) 5 (5.5%) 3 (3.8%) 2 (2.2%) 
e. decrease in all levels of drinking 1 (1.7%) 6 (6.6%) 3 (3.8%) 4 (4.4%) 
105. Centers that are taking the following actions to prepare for 
managed care: (Directors checked all that applied) 
a. Using DSM coding on all/most clients 2 (3.3%) 14 (15.4%) 19 (23.8%) 27 (30.0%) 
b. No longer counting client cancellations or no-shows as part 
of counselor contact hours 0 (0.0%) 6 (6.6%) 5 (6.3%) 9 (10.0%) 
c. Requiring written treatment plans 4 (6.7%) 15 (16.5%) 14 (17.5%) 17 (18.9%) 
d. Requiring more detailed documentation oftreatment progress 8 (13.3%) 22 (24.2%) 18 (22.5%) 23 (25.6%) 
e. Increased emphasis/training on quality assurance and 
utilization review methods 5 (8.3%) 11 (12.1%) 18 (22.5%) 33 (36.7%) 
f. Increased emphasis on consultation/outreach to campus 
conununity 19 (31.7%) 37 (40.7%) 46 (57.5%) 46 (51.1%) 
g. Increased emphasis/training on short-term counseling 21 (35.0%) 47 (51.6%) 45 (56.3%) 60 (66.7%) 
h. Lobbying govenunent officials and/or insurance companies 
on inclusion of Counseling Centers as preferred providers I (1.7%) 4 (4.4%) 6 (7.5%) 2 (2.2%) 
i. Other 4 (6.7%) 5 (5.5%) 6 . (7.5%) 11 (12.2%) 
106. Innovative programs or projects at Counseling Centers: See Appendix D. 
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Appendix A 
Ethical Dilemmas- Question 31 
Confidentialitv/Release of Information Issues: 
Reports from clients and past interns that a current staff member inappropriately talks about his own issues in groups and 
sessions. 
An insurance company for the University wanted the Counseling Center Director to report rape cases to the University 
lawyer. The Director refused. 
One Director wondered about the limits to confidentiality with drug and alcohol abuse and how to determine an 
emergency situation. He conveyed a story about a student who reported that a client had been drinking in her room and 
the Director's difficulty in determining when the RA should be informed. 
Regarding family therapy cases-who needs to give consent to release records (which family members are "clients," etc.). 
Also, one Center expressed concern about parents who call and want the counselor to keep the call secret. 
Conflicting "needs to know" among Student Affairs staff, resulting in pressure from Dean of Students to release 
confidential counseling information. In another situation, an Assistant Vice-President was asking for information on 
clients. Several Centers expressed concern about parents or university staff (i.e. residence hall stafi) who pressure for 
information before a release has been signed. 
How to handle computerization of our records to insure maximum confidentiality. 
There contin~es to be ongoing concern regarding when there is sufficient threat to self or others for confidentiality to be 
broken? One Center e:\.-pressed concern about when to break confidentially with eating disordered clients. 
Questions about what to do with knowledge about professors who have patterns of exploiting graduate students (sexual 
and non-sexual e:\.-ploitation) when students were afraid or unwilling to take action. 
Maintaining confidentiality for client of sexual assault vs. responsible institutional response to insure protection of other 
students. The role of treatment vs. advocacy has also been debated within several Counseling Centers. Can Centers do 
both? 
A woman was attacked by an unknown assailant on campus. She did not want to inform Security. Do I inform Security 
without using her name, so they can increase surveillance of the area? Dilemma concerning individual versus community 
needs.· 
A Student Health Service illegally released confidential .information involving counseling about a student. 
Client session audio tapes stolen from a practicum student. 
Request for sharing confidential information with parents of student who committed suicide. 
Staff Issues 
One Center reported that only an unlicensed psychologist ( in process of gaining license) was available to supervise 
unpaid interns. 
Rivalry and triangulation on the part of one staff against another: how much information should be shared with the rest 
of the staff? 
Trainee suddenly decided to resign and the Director had to deal with home program about the decision and its 
implications. 
Ongoing public accusations against a Director, a counselor, and eventually a number of other University personnel by a 
former client of the counselor - under what circumstances should the Director give information during inquiries? 
Two Centers reported dilemmas involving impaired employees whose work had deteriorated. One was dismissed and the 
other was counseled into another position. 
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Standards/Legal 
University received a complaint from the Office of Civil Rights concerning not providing accommodations for graduate 
students with an Axis II 301.22 Schizotypal Disorder. 
lACS standards state that "when appropriate" Centers should play an active role in advocating needs of students to 
campus community. In advocating for support of needs of gay/lesbianlbise":ual students, one Center became object of 
college senate inquiry. 
A staff psychologist was asked to attend a hearing in support of a client who filed sexual harassment charges against a 
faculty member. 
Assault on therapist who took legal action against client, who in tum filed harassment charges against therapist. 
One Center received reports from different students that a university official is ignoring their complaints of se"'1131 
harassment-but the students gave no permission to reveal. 
One Director was instructed by the university president to do an illegal job search for a newly created position (i.e., 
pretend to follow affirmative action guidelines). When the Director refused the position was pulled. 
One Director reported that he/she advocated for a student with the understanding that ADA prohibits the use of 
psychiatric history in admission decisions. Another Director wondered about the implications of ADA for eating 
disordered students. What are the implications of ADA? 
What about the ethics of a mandatory requirement for all new students to have career assessment? 
Dual Relationships 
What do you do when a friend, roommate, partner of a client requests to enter therapy with that client's counselor? 
A Director is seeing one-half of a relationship while the staff counselor sees the other (suicidal client). The Director 
needs to both supervise the counselor and keep distance because of his own client. 
Dual relationship issues included: staff psychologist as professor, clients who are also strident assistants and dual roles 
with former (or future, given advance registration) students requesting therapy. 
Situation in which employee, as spouse of clinical director, may have to report to clinical director. 
Community member sought information re: the ethics of private practitioner establishing personal relationship with the 
woman's husband while he was still in treatment. 
Clinical Issues 
A duty to warn dilemma that might have resulted in the potential victim then killing the potential perpetrator. 
Evaluation of admitted student subsequently found to have murdered her mother. 
·Considered ethics of hospitalizing/not hospitalizing a studen~ who had intermittent suicidal crises. 
A minor ( 17 year old) admitted as part of session that she was abused as a child by father. Other small children remain 
at home but she did not want to report abuse. 
Clinical and ethical issues around "repressed memory" ofabuse or vague sense that something happened in the past-
which has been described by several clients. One Center e:-.-pressed concern about providing services to such students 
within a short term model. 
Untrue anonymous accusation (widely disseminated) of psychOlogist and former client in a sexual relationship. 
Assessment and disposition in case involving an international student who spoke poor English and was suicidal. 
Student developed obsessive infatuation with her psychologist. 
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Svstems Issues 
Several Centers wrote of the difficulty in finding psychiatrists for medication review or hospitalization needs unless the 
student had good insurance. One Center wondered about the implications of having the university psychiatrist prescribe 
medication for over the summer. Outpatient follow-up is particularly difficult if the student lives out of state. 
Use of"mandated evaluations" by the Office ofResidence Life to determine a student's ability to continue in campus 
. housing. 
Conflict between data collection on sexual aggression-harassment, assault, and confidentiality. 
Faculty committee on women requested that our EAP provide a support group for women faculty members dealing with 
sexual harassment; a number of whom were contemplating suits against the University. Two possible group members 
were clients and are initiating lawsuits. 
An Assistant Dean of Academics would continuously and deliberately misconstrue the· counseling facts of her referrals on 
mutual clients, then claim we gave bad service. We could not defend or explain what we did because of confidentiality. 
In moving disabilities services administratively into Counseling Center, it was necessary to coordinate two different 
ethical/confidentiality codes. 
Referrals from administration as part of disciplinary process; involvement of parents prior to 302 petition. 
Conflict arose between state psychology board's interpretation of state law and the campus attorney general's office. 
Center got caught in the middle. 
One Director feels at odds philosophically within the medical model and feels a lack of authority and adovcacy within the 
larger system. 
We are caught as a public institution between a state law against "making a gift of state funds" which our VP interprets 
to mean no services during academic breaks, and the opposing needs for continuity of care and the hazard of 
abandonment. 
Record Keeping Issues 
Client wanting information in her file pertaining to her disclosure that she has Down's Syndrome to be e"'Punged from 
her record. Felt (after parents' overreaction, we suspect) that the disclosure was coerced and afraid others (teachers, 
students) would find out. 
The possibility of records being subpoenaed for a lawsuit on a current client did not come about, but it forced us to 
address questions of how to write defensive notes. 
Student asked that her records be destroyed after she was provided with a copy. We refused to do this. Her lawyer has 
contacted university counsel, but has not brought suit as yet. 
Whether/how to respond to a request for records for a disability claim when our records indicated there had been an 
illegal name change. 
Student requested we shred his records; previous client asked Counseling Center to sign for room in Student Union so 
she could offer rape survivors' support group. 
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Appendix B 
Actions that Centers have tal<en to Effectivelv Manage Caseloads: Question 61 
Eight Centers reported employing more outside referrals, four Centers reported reducing session time, and tWo centers 
hire more graduate assistants or interns .. Some Centers reported that they increased therapists' caseloads and/or hours at 
peak times. Several Centers have adjusted their intake system in the following ways: use of paper and pencil 
intake/assessment, do intake when students walk in, shorten intake process and assign students more quickly to group or 
individual counseling. 
Other suggestions included: 
-Seeing career clients in a group for initial session. Seeing career clients for 30 minute appointments. 
-Charging after 6 sessions 
-Have emergency hour each day to handle crisis situations 
-Reduced number of sessions from 12 to 10 
-See two students together 
-We automatically terminate if client no-shows once or if cancels 2 of 3 consecutive appointments 
-Ongoing training on brief therapy techniques, case conferences providing peer supervision and support; charging $10 
per missed/non-canceled appointment 
-1) Acuity system; 2) Productivity system with weekly feedback; 3) Limited annual leave during high demand time; 4) 
Redefinition of psychiatrist's role; 4) Eliminate comp time; 5) Limited educational leave; 6) Clear priority on face-to-
face billable hours over outreach, workshops, etc. 
-Do pre-screening testing on P.I./or CD testing 
-Forming small (3-5 clients) "problem-solving" groups 
-Offering drop-in hours for brief problem-solving 
-Using 1-2 session assessment/brief therapy model (for very specific and easily addressed concerns) 
-Clients have three working days following a missed appointment to reschedule, or else lose their regular weekly time 
-Central scheduling 
-Wait-list schedule matching 
-Set maximum number of appointments to be scheduled with clients per day for individual therapy 
-Restructuring work day schedule to free up another hour (multiplied by 6 counselors, means 6 more service hours per 
day) 
-Stop putting clients on waiting list after spring break-counselorand client must find some other option 
Appendix C 
Concerns of Centers: Question 65 
The most prevalent other concerns expressed by Centers ,included: budget cuts and outsourcing/privatization (17 
comments), psychiatric consultation and hospital admission and insurancp issues (17 comments) and lack of adequate 
space (4 comments). Two Centers had concerns about losing or replacing staff members. Some Centers had concerns 
about different kinds of treatment populations including: eating disorders, alchohol abuse, se~'Ual assualt, ethnic 
minority, and international students. 
Other concerns e~'J)ressed by Centers include: 
-Increase in requests for ADHD services 
-Closing down Center completely 
-Need to develop evaluation procedures; need to become more engaged in University program evaluation research 
-Our concerns are developing multicultural initiatives and raising community awareness around eating disorders 
-Pressure to do more research and see more clients 
-Dealing with fall-out repercussions of six suicides this year 
-Academic department accepting more students into counselor training program than client flow can support 
-Students not utilizing services 
-Demands from the campus community for assistance with disturbed/distressed students who are not Center clients 
-Students wanting and fighting for more control and management of student services-including budget 
-Increased pressure to provide more outreach when we are busy providing emergency services and ongoing therapy 
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-Finding sufficient number of appropriate clients for practicum students who need mild to moderate somewhat long tenn 
clients 
-Violence against students 
-Administrative pressure to justify the existence of the Center 
-VP of Student Affairs is mandating we increase our caseloads of student contacts 
-Increasing demand for programming (preparation and presentation) cuts into available clinical hours 
-More pressure from parents 
-Concern for career counseling resources; ovennedication by Health Services 
-Political pressure to do therapy and LD services the way campus officials want it done, regardless of ethical or 
therapeutic or standard of care issues 
-Health care refonn & change issues directly affecting the Student Health Center, i.e., funding threats, student insurance 
problems, increased competition from HMOs, accreditation expectation, continuous quality improvement" 
-Need for anger management program 
-Increased demand for outreach and prevention training for students on issues of suicide and date rape; correcting 
campus misperceptions of A&D use 
-We have seen more pregnancy/abortion related issues this year than ever-from 0 in the past 2 years to about 8 this year 
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Appendix D 
Innovative Programs (Schools have been identified bv their Director numbers for networking purposes) Question 106 
Several Centers have started Peer Education and Peer Counseling for areas such as dissertation support group, tutoring, 
survey research eating disorders, mentoring for sexual minorities, and outreach to culturally diverse students. Several 
other Centers reported beginning special sex"Ual assualt services for students, including videotapes to illustrate school 
policies and volunteers to educate and advocate in the community. Four Centers have developed Critical Incident Stress 
Debriefing Teams and/or better risk evauluation proceures (256, 262, 290, 079). Several Centers have begun 
interdisciplinary eating disorders assessment and treatment teams with collaboration in case conferences (i.e. 
incorporating assessments in plan from physician, nutrition-dietician, exercise physiologist and psychologist) (132, 138, 
250). Several Centers have offered workshops during evening or luncl1 times on topics such as: relationships, 
psychopathology, stress, self-esteem, and depression. 
007 S.O.R T. (Survivors of Rape Trauma) Support Group (partially funded through local mental health center-
clientS referred to group by cantpus and off-campus mental health providers) 
010 Meditation based relaxation training program 
026 A multicultural training program called REACH-Reaffirming Ethnic Awareness and Community Harmony 
044 Summer Bridge Program involves interns and staff working with minority and disadvantaged high school 
students considering a college education. 
047 Sisterhood Support Group: support group for African American women students co-sponsored by the Women's 
Resource Center · 
056 "Kiss and Make Up" week (distribution of coupons advertising free resources, relationship programs) "Get off 
my Back" week (col_llmunicationlassertion programs, massage and stretching programs, assertion training) 
065 "Neuropsychological testing program: response to increas~d needs of students with hearing disability, head 
injury, ADD, etc.; biofeedback services for perfomtance anxiety, etc.; retention program for students on 
probation." 
081 "Guerilla theater"- a theater group which presents social issues (racism, ageism, homophobia) followed by 
discussion 
105 Alumni network for gay/lesbianlbise:\:ual students-in development-related to job search, workplace issues 
114 Mental health newsletter to stUdents and faculty-Faculty diversity sensitivity training 
127 Started a peer late night hotline this year, called "Nighttalk." 
154 Developed a support group for Directors of one person or small staffed college Counseling Centers - we meet 
four times a year to discuss issues of interest and concerns. 
157 During fall semester, all first-year students participate in a workshop required before pre-registration called 
"Exploring College Goals".which provides individual Myers-Briggs results and career/life planning 
infomtation" 
172 We offered groups and gave them titles from movie titles, like a transition group called "Reality Bites" and a 
survivors of abuse group called "Safe Passage." · 
177 Images of Me, a self-esteem group for African-American female students. Smoking cessation group for 
employees. 
178 Traditional Male and Female Roles and Values: Couples Communication, Men & Violence, Men and Health 
Risks" 
188 Multicultural program; Lesbian-Bisexual groups; Major suicide prevention programming 
221 Cross-Cultural Consultation Team - sponsored campus multicultural summit focusing on campus environment 
226 Outreach program series including "Lunch and Learn-The Relationship Series," and "Career Quest." One 
particular outreach program that received considerable attention was "Using Soaps tg Explore Your 
Unconscious" 
229 1) ALLY Program - network of gay/lesbianlbise:;."Ual supportive faculty and staff; 2) Intergroup Relations 
Program -program to enhance dialogue among diverse groups; 3) "Inner Voices" -Open form issue oriented 
theater troupe 
244 Risque Business- a music/drama performing troupe which dramatizes health lifestyle issues-travels to junior 
and senior high schools in the region. 
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263 Proposing a program to get highly respected faculty, staff and students to assist us in reducing the alcohol abuse 
problem on campus. 
265 Eating disorder educator: senior psychology intern position that will research, develop workshop/group 
materials and give residence hall programs. 
266 CAl-based intake program, organ donation pilot program 
285 Guided Self Change for alcohol use 
289 Mental health topical outreach booth in Union; covering only 1-2 topics per week (stress and depression, 
relationship break-ups, anxiety disorders,etc.) 
293 Student destigmatization poster campaign about using counseling services 
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The following pages contain directories to assist you in matching counseling centers with their three digit identification numbers. Beginning on this page 
is an alphabetical listing by last name of all counseling center directors. On the following pages is a list which is organized alphabetically by institution 
name. Some institutions whose surveys were not included in the data analysis can be found at the end of that list. 
ALPHABETIZED LISTING OF PARTICIPANTS- Directory number follows name 
Aiken, Jim (025) DePalma, Diane M. (071) Hansche, Janet H. 
(200) 
Alishio, Kip C. (114) DePauw, Mary E. (157) Harman, Robert L. 
(218) 
Allbritten, Bill (121) DeSalvo, Francis J. (231) Harris, Harold J. Jr. 
(117) 
Andre, Bellerive (204) DeStefano, Thomas J. (131) Hattauer, Edward A. 
(024) 
Anton, William D. (271) Diggs, Connie (029) Hatton, John M. (031) 
Arnold, Elizabeth (128) Donahoe, Patrick M. (119) · Heitzmann, Dennis 
(141) 
Atkins, Pam (188) Donn, Patsy A. (009) Hensley, Steve 
(109) 
Azar, James A. (152) Doran, Lindley E. (148) Hersh, Jeffrey B. 
(047) 
Backels, Steve (142) Dore, Patricia (153) Hewing, Venus (017) 
Baker, Deborah (274) Douce, Louise A. (135) Hocking, Thomas K. (290) 
Baker, Ted (111) Dowis, Jerome D. (242) Holmes, James R. (286) 
Balderrama, Sylvia (297) . Doyle, Diana (043) Hopkins, Warren P. (267) 
Balistrieri, Thomas J. (243) Doyle, Ellen (122) Hotelling, Kathy (132) 
Ball, Wilbert (054) Doyle, Michael (104) Howland, JohnS. (317) 
Barclay, Rosalyn (056) Dreeben, Jane (315) Hoyt, Arlyne E. (023) 
Bayne, Robert D. (175) Drum, David J. (278) Hurley, George (257) 
Bentley, Charles (318) Dugan, Meg (124) lndenbaum, Fred (012) 
Bertsch, Donald (036) Dyer, James (102) Irvine, JohnS. (126) 
Biegen, Sharon (247) Easton, Robert (301) Jacks, Richard N. (313) 
Birge, Susan N. (211) Edgerly, John W. (258) Jaeger, Theresa (179) 
Birky, Ian (098) Ehrenworth, Jonathan (166) John, Kenneth B. (068) 
Bishop, John B. (223) Erickson, Lloyd (004) Johnson, Marilyn (155) 
Bloom, Linda (061) Erskine, Charlene (046) Johnston, Paul J. (249) 
Bolland, Herbert R. (038) Evans, Sally (306) Jones, Ann (020) 
Booth, Janis C. (118) Everhart, Deborah (254) Jones, Jean K. (244) 
Bowersock, Roger B. (269) Ferrari, Nancy (303) Jones, Linda S. (159) 
Boyd, Vivian S. (235) Fields, Anika C. (066) Jones, William H. (074) 
Brandel, Irvin W. (206) Filicetti. Peter (096) Joy-Newman, Stephany (308) 
Brian, TomJ. (281) Foreman, Milton E. (220) Kafka, Eric (178) 
Brooke, Jo (260) Frank, Edith (125) Kahn, Malcolm (241) 
Brown, Bernice E. (107) Freeman, Sally (238) Kazin, Robert (077) 
Brown, Steve D. (226) Fuchs, Kathleen Fitzgerald (097) Keane, Jeri (252) 
Browning, Bobbe (028) Fulks, Nikki J. (232) King, Bradford D. (272) 
Brummels, Lin (302) Fygetakis, Leah M. (019) King, Michael M. (312) 
Bucell, Michael (058) Gabbard, Clinton E. (145) Kiracofe, Norman M. (311) 
Buckles, Nancy B. (084) Gahnz. Sharon (292) Kirts, Donald K. (095) 
Burgan, W. Michael (039) Gale, Diane (184) · Kissinger, R. David (016) 
Burmaster, Carrie (236) Gallagher, Robert P. (263) Klukken, P. Gary (276) 
Canavan, Margaret (279) Gami, Ken (183) Knott, Eugene J. (266) 
Cannici, James (196) Gault, Frank (277) Kranz, Peter L. (193) 
Carney, Clarke G. (093) Geller, Marvin H. (144) Kreisler, Fritz (Acting) (030) 
Chagnon, Jean (033) Gellert, Jane (165) Krieger, Marian E. (008) 
Chandler, David (156) Gibson, Joan M. (192) Lamb, Douglas (Interim) (082) 
Chappelle, Joan M. (005) Giebink, John W. (216) LaRossa, Virginia (154) 
Chirico, Bernie (110) Gilchrist, Lou Ann (129) Larsen, Patricia (224) 
Chislett, Lise (262) Glore, Susan J. (310) Lauffenburger, Linda (319) 
Cimbolic, Peter (035) Gonzales, Eloy M. (305) Letchworth, George E. (321) 
Clack, James R. (283) Gordhamer, Rolf (195) Lilly-Weber, Jeanne (Interim) (130) 
Coffman, Janet (171) Gordon, Michael (088) Lo, Samuel N. (026) 
Cook, Done1da A. (103) Graham, Donald S. (027) Locher, Linda L. (087) 
Cooper, Stewart E. (295) Granosky, E.M. (265) Loers, Deborah L. (316) 
Corazzini, John G. "Jack" (298) Grant, Charles 0. (233) Lucas, Sue W. (227) 
Corirossi, Della (049) Grayson, Paul A. (127) Lyons, Steve (042) 
Covington, James D. (116) Greer, Richard (309) Mack, Delores E. (037) 
Cozzens, DavidS. (137) Grosz, Richard (259) Mack, Judy (214) 
Craig, Donald H. (108) Guthman, John C. (079) MacMillan, Robert F. (055) 
Cross, David (253) Hadley, Virginia P. (239) Mahon, Ellenor (040) 
Curoe, Bernadine (101) Hageseth, Jon A. (287) Maierle, Paul (083) 
Danchise, Roger (014) Hallahan, Patricia (174) Mallisham, Ivy J. (045) 
Daughhetee, Charlotte (161) Halstead, Rick (320) Maloy, Charles E. (198) 
Davidshofer, Charles 0. (044) Hammond, Barbara (300) Manning, Linda (176) 
Deakin, Spencer (069) Handy, Lee C. (212) Martin, Glen R. (123) 
Denese1ya, Helen A. (120) Hanek, Michael (136) Martinez, Alejandro M. (180) 
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Marvin, Kerry A. (013) ~~,Don (006) 
Matthews, David P. . (073) Scanlon, Catherine (092) 
McAllister, Peggy L. (ISS) Schank, Janet A. (106) 
McBee, Jerry (143) Schemmel, Dennis R. (24S) 
McBrien, Robert I. (160) Schneider, John R. (099) 
McCaffrey, Elizabeth (146) Schubert, Marianne (299) 
McCormack, Judy (167) Schwartz, Allan J. (268) 
McGrath, Bob (288) Scott, Jack C. (194) 
McGuinness, Thomas P. (018) Seals, Tom (229) 
McLead, Mary Ann (Acting) (041) Sease, Darcy (221) 
McLeod, Mark (062) Sena, Esteban (213) 
Mendelson, Eric (Interim) (086) Settle, Karen (172) 
Merryman, Harry M. (149) Shapiro, Terry (081) 
Meyer, RogerJ. (291) Sheridan, Maureen (07S) 
Mikinski, Tamara Coder (lSI) Sheridan, Nancy I. (002) 
Miller, Jeanne C. (261) Shoemaker, Leon (034) 
Mills, John A. "Jay• (08S) Sieveking, Nicholas (296) 
Mitchell, Barbara S. (256) Silva, Santiago (280) 
Mond, Michael (089) Silverman, Morton M. (219) 
Morishige, Howard H. (163) Simono, R.B. "Sam" (248) 
Morocco, Paul E. (189) Slavin, Jonathan H. (199) 
Morris, Jim (228) Snodgrass, Gregory (191) 
Morris, Wayne (ISS) Sorenson, David M. (021) 
Mueller, Steven D. (222) Southwick, Richard (304) 
Murphy, Patrick M. (138) Spring, Donald (203) 
Nelson, John E. (0S2) Steel, Catherine M. (21S) 
Ness, M. Ernest (217) Stocks, Mark (063) 
Nettles, Reginald (237) Stone, Gerald (230) 
Nevels, Laurene (177) Stoy, Mary (173) 
Newton, Fred B. (090) Stremba, Bob (264) 
Nickeson, Suzanne (27S) Stricherz, Matt (270) 
O'Callaghan, Kevin W. (294) Summerson, Mark (100) 
O'Hare, Marianne M. (0Sl) Susick, Timothy (032) 
Oakland, Ronald G. (007) Telles-lrvin, Patricia (Interim} (06S) 
Olona, Maggie (284) Tentoni, Stuart C. (289} 
Pace, Diana (076) Terrell. Tom (170) 
Pack, Glenn (011) Terwilliger, Russell (072) 
Papalia, Anthony S. (186) Thomas, Susan (190) 
Parker, Lois I. (251) Thompson, Lenora Hicks (139) 
Parnes, Jane C. (314) Tooley, Lois- (168) 
Paulson, Donald L. (080) Torresdal, Pam (lOS) 
Perkins, Robert I. (003) Tracy, Davis C. (OSO} 
Perry, Jonathan C. (209) Tryon, Georgiana Shick (067) 
Peterson, Kirsten (060) Turner, Andrew L. (293) 
Phillips, William (022) Velez, Maria Teresa (208} 
Piscitelli, Beverly V. (OS9) Vogel, Susan Raymond (240) 
Platt, Christine (133) Vollmer, Barbara (113) 
Pollard, Jeff (048) Wagner-Adams, Carol A. (2SS) 
Pollard, Norman I. (001) Waters, Catherine C. (164} 
Portnoy, Robert N. (2SO) Webb, Richard E. (078) 
Price, Neall. (182) Weigel, Richard G. (282) 
Pruett, Harold (202) Whitmarsh, Lona (064) 
Pustell, Thomas E. (147) Wilkie, Agnes (010) 
Resnick, Iaquelyn Liss (225) Wilkinson, Bill (112) 
Rhoden, Joyce V. (201) Williams, Gordon (llS) 
Ritchie, Jill (OlS) Williams, John L. (28S) 
Ritchie, John (307) Wingfield, C. Michael (210) 
Roberts, Ralph (070} Wolf-Lockett, Adrienne (187) 
Roberts,Sallyann (ISO) Wolfe, Larry (162) 
Robertson, Maureen (Interim) (234) Wright, Judith (181) 
Robinson, Debra (246) Younkin, Sharon (0S1) 
Rockett, Jeri (273) Zimmerman, Tamera (091) 
Rockwell, Paula (Acting) (094) 
Rosen, Don (197) 
Rosenzweig, Marianne (207) 
Roy, Michel (20S) 
Ryland, Betsy (134) 
Sanchez, Joaquin J. (169) 
Sanders, Bud (OS3) 
Sanderson, Rebecca A. (140) 
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026 Caliromia State Polyteclmic 035 CathoDe University 044 Colorado State University 
Uoivenity Cimbo6c, Peter Davidabofer, Cbarlea 0. 
Lo, Samuel N. COUDSeling Ci:nter Coiiii&Ciing Ceater 
Collll8eling & Psychological Services 126 O'Boyle Hall C-36 Clart Building 
3801 W. Temple Washington, DC 20064 Fort Collins, CO 80523 
Pomona, CA 91768 Phone: 202-319-5765 Phone: 970-491-6053 
Pbone:909-869-3220 Fax: 202-319-5570 Fax: 970-491-2382 
Fax: 909-869-6n5 E-Mail: 
E-Mail: slo@csupomona.edu 036 Central Michigan University c:davidshofer@vines.colosta~.edu 
Bertsch, Donald 
027 Caliromia State University-Chico Counseling Center 045 Columbus CoUege 
Graluuu, Doa!ald S. I 02 Foust Hall MaUisham, Ivy I. 
Collll8eling Center ML Pleasant, Ml 48859 Counseling Center 
Fust & Ivy Slleets Phone: 5J7-n4-3381 1146 DAY, 4225 Uoivenity Ave. 
Chico, CA 95929 E-Mail: Donald.P.Bertsch@cmich.edu Columbus, GA 31907-5645 
Phone: 916-898-6345 Phone: 706-568-2233 
E-Mail: 037 Claremont CoUege Fax: 706-568-2434 
dgrabam@campuspo.csuchieo.edu Mack, Delores E. 
Counseling Center 046 Creighton University 
028 Caliromia State University-Fullerton 735 N. Dartmouth Ave. Erskine, Charlene 
Browning, Bobbe Claremont, CA 91711 Counseling & Psych Services 
Can:er Development& Counseling Phone: 909-621-8202 2500 California Plaza 
Fullerton, CA 92634 Fax: 909-621-8482 Omaha, NE 68178 
Phone: 714-773-3121 Phone: 402-280-2733 
Fax: 714-449-7089 038 Clarion University or PA Fax: 402-280-4773 
E-Mail: bbrowning@fullerton. edu Bollllnd. Herbert R. 
Counseling Center 047 Dartmouth CoUege 
029 Caliromia State University-LA 148 Egbert Hall Hersh; Jeffrey B. 
Diggs, ConDie Clarion, PA 16214 Counseling Center 
C011118eling Center Phone: 814-226-2255 7 Rope Feny Rd, Dick's House 
5151 Slllte Univenity Drive Fax: 814-226-2067 HDDOver, NH 03755 
Los Angeles, CA 90032 E-Mail: hogan@vllxa.clarion.edu Phone: 603-650-1442 
Phone: 213-343-3342 Fax: 603-650-1839 
Fax: 213-343-3304 039 Clemson University E-Mail: 
Burgan. W. Michael jeffrey.b.bersb@dartmoutb.edu 
030 Caliromia State Univ .-San Marcos Co11118Ciing & Psychological Services 
Kreisler, Fritz (Acting) Box 344022 048 Deoison University 
Counseling & Psychological Services Clemson. SC 29634-4022 Pollard, Jeff 
SliD Marcos, CA 92096-0001 Phone: 803-656-2451 C~unseling Center 
Phone: 619-750-4910 Fax: 803-656-2652 Whisler Hall 
Fax: 619-750-4030 E-Mail: wburgllll@clcmson.edu Granville, OH 43023 
E-Mail: fritz_kriesler@csusm.edu Phone: 614-587-6647 
040 CoUege or Charleston Fax: 614-587-6417 
031 Caliromia State University-SB Mabon. Ellenor E-Mail: poUard@cc.dcnison.edu 
Hllttoll, John M. Counseling & Psychological Services 
Psychological CoiiiiiCiing Center Cbarleston,SC 29424 049 DePaul University 
HC-136, 5500 Uoivenity Parkway Phone: 803-953-5640 Corirossi. Della 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 CMHC 
Phone: 909-880-5040 041 CoUege or St. Catherine 2219 N. Kenmore 
Fax: 909-880-7027 Mcl..cad, Mary Ann (Acting) Chicago, IL 60614 
E-Mail: jbalton@wiley.csusb.edu Counseling Center Phone: 312-362-8292 
2004 Randolph Avenue Fax: 312-362-5144 
032 Caliromia University or PA St. Paul. MN 55105 E-Mail: dcoriros@wpposLedpaul.edu 
Susick, TUDOtby Phone: 612-690-6537 
Center for Student Growth & Fax: 612-690-6024 050 Dickinson CoUege 
Development E-Mail: mamcleod@alex.stk2te.edu. Tracy, Davis C. 
Califomin, PA 15419 CoiiiiiCiing Center 
Phone: 412-938-4191 042 CoUege or St. Scholastica P.O. Box 1773 
Fax: 412-938-4128 Lyons. Steve Carlisle, PA 17013-2896 
Student Development Center Phone: 717-245-1485 
033 Carleton College 1200 Kenwood Avenue Fax: 717-245-1910 
Chagnon, Jean Duluth, MN 55811 E-Mail: tracy@dickinson.edu 
CoiiiiiCiing Center Phone: 218-723-6085 
Northfield, MN 55057 Fax: 218-723-6290 051 Drew University 
Phone: 507-663-4079 O'Hare. Marianne M. 
&Mail: jcbagnon@acs.carleton.edu 043 Colorado School or Min.es Counseling Center 
Doyle. Diana 36 Madison Ave 
034 Carson-Newman College Student Development Center Madison, NJ 07940 
Shoemaker, Leon 1400 Maple Street Phone: 201-408-3398 
Counseling Service Golden. CO 80401 Fax: 201-408-3216 
P.O. Box 71894 Phone: 303-273-3377 E-Mail: mohare@drew.drew.edu 
Jeffenon City, TN 37760 Fax: 303-273-3278 
Phone: 615-471-3535 E-Mail: 
ddoyle@nitro.mines.colorado.edu 
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052 Duquesae University 061 Embry-Riddle Aero University 
070 George Mason University 
Nelson, John E. Bloom, Linda 
Roberts, Rlllph 
Counseling Center Counseling Center 
Counseling Center 
308 Administration Building 600 S Clyde Morris Blvd 
4400 University Drive 
Pittsburgh, PA 15282 Daytona Bench, FL 32114 
Fairfax, VA 22071 
Phone: 412-396-6208 Phone: 904-226-6035 
Phone: 703-993-2380 
Fax: 412-396-6577 Fax: 904-226·6016 
Fax: 703-993-2378 
E-Mail: nelson@duq2.cc.duq.edu E-Mail: blooml@ciS.erau.edu 
E-Mail: rroberts@gmu.edu 
053 E. Dlinois University 061 Emory University 
071 George Washington University 
Sanders, Bud McLeod, Mark 
DePalma, Diane M. 
Counseling Center Counseling Center 
Counseling Center 
1711 Seventh Street DrawerTI 718 21st Street NW 
Charleston, IL 61920 Atlanta, GA 303 22 Washington, DC 20052 
Phone: 217-581-3413 Phone: 404-727-7450 Phone: 202-994-6550 
Fax: 217-581-2722 Fax: 404-727-2906 Fax: 202-994-8890 
E-Mail: cscds@ux1cts.eiu.edu E-Mail: E-Mail: 
mcleod@emoryul.cc.emory.edu ddepalma@gwis2.circ.gwu.edu 
054 East Carolina University 
Ball, Wilbert 063 Evangel College on Georgia Institute Technology 
Counseling Center Stocks, Mark Terwilliger, Russell 
316 Wright Building Counseling Center Counseling Center 
Greenville, NC 27858 1111 N. G lenstone Dean of SIUdents Bldg. 
Phone: 919-757-6661 Springfield, MO 65802 Atlanta, GA 30332-0286 
Fax: 919-757-4868 Phone: 417-865-2811 Phone: 404-894-2575 
Fax: 404-894-1804 
055 East Stroudsburg University 064 Fairleigh Dickinson-Mad 
MacMillan, Robert F. Whitmarsh, l..ona 073 Georgia Southern University 
University Counseling Center Counseling Center Matthews, David P. 
East Stroudsburg, PA 18301 Madison. NJ 07940 Counseling Center 
Phone: 717-424-3277 LB 80ll 
065 Florida Int. University Statesboro, GA 30460-8011 
056 Eastern Michigan University Telles·lrvin. Patricia (Acting) Phone: 912-681-5541 
Barclay, Rosalyn Student Counseling Services Fax: 912-681-0834 
Counseling Services GC 211 University Park 
Snow Health Center Miami, FL 33199 074 Gettysburg College 
Ypsilanti, MI 48197 Phone: 305-348-2434 Jones, William H. 
Phone: 313-487-1ll8 Fax: 305-348-3950 Counseling Center 
Fax: 313-481-0050 Box 424 
E-Mail: rosalyn. barclay@etnich. edu 066 Florida Stale University Gettysburg, PA 17325 
Fields, Anika C. Phone: 717-337-6960 
057 Eekerd College Student Counseling Center Fax: 717-337-6978 
Younkin, Sharon Tallahassee, FL 32306-4023 E-Mail: wjones@gettysburg.edu 
Counseling Center Phone: 904-644-2003 
4200 54th Ave. South Fax: 906·644-3150 075 Gonzaga University 
SL Petersburg, FL 33711 E-Mail: afields@admin.fsu.edu Sheridan, Maureen 
Pbo11e: 813-864-8248 Counseling & Career Assessment 
Fax: 813-866-2304 067 Fordham University AD Box 94, East 502 Boone Ave 
E-Mail: younkis@eckerd.edu Tryon. Georgiana Shick Spokane, WA 99258-0001 
Counseling Center Phone: 509-328-4220X4254 
058 Edinboro University of PA 226 Dealy Hall 
Bucell, Michael Bronx, NY 10458 076 Grand Valley State University 
Counseling & Personal Development Phone: 718-817-3725 Pace, Diana 
135 McNerney Hall Fax: 718-817-3724 Counseling Center 
Edinboro, PA 16444 E-Mail: tryon@murray.fordbam.edu #1 Campus Drive 
Phone: 814-732-2252 Allendale, Ml 49401 
E-Mail: bucell@edinboro.edu 068 Franklin & Marshall College Phone: 616-895-3266 
John, Kenneth B. Fax: 616-895-2070 
059 Elizabethtown College Mental Health-Counseling Service E-Mail: paced@gvsu.edu 
Piscitelli, Beverly V. P.O. Box 3003 
Counseling Services Lancaster, PA 17604-3003 077 Hamilton College 
One Alpha Drive Phone: 717 • 291-4083 Kazin, Robert 
Elizabethtown, PA 17022-2298 Fax: 717-399-4459 Counseling Center 
Phone: 717-361-1405 E-Mail: kjohn@fandm.edu 198 College Hill Road 
Fax: 717-361-1209 Clinton, NY 13323 
069 Frostburg Stale University Phone: 315-859-4340 
060 Elmhurst College Deakin. Spencer E-Mail: rkazin@i1Smail1.bamilton. edu 
Peterson, Kirsten Counseling Center 
Counseling Center Pullen Hall109 078 Haverford College 
190 Prospect Frostburg, MD 21532 Webb, Richard E. 
Elmhurst, IL 60126 Phone: 301-689-4234 Psychological Services 
Phone: 708-617-3560 Fax: 301-689-4737 Founders Hall 
Fax: 708-617-3255 Haverfonl, PA 19041-1392 
E-Mail: Phone: 610-896-1290 
kirstenp@elmhcx9 .elmhursLedu Fax: 610-896-1090 
E-Mail: rwebb@haverford.edu 
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079 Hofstra University 088 Jersey City State College 097 Lawrence University 
Guthman,John C. Gordon, Michael Fuchs, Kathleen Fitzgerald 
Counseling Center Medical & Psych. Services Counseling Center 
Hempstead, NY 11550 54 College Street Box 599 
Phone: 516-463-6791 Jersey City, NJ 07305 Appleton, WI 54912 
Fax: 516-565-0084 Phone: 201-200-3!65 Phone: 414-832-6574 
Fax: 414-832-6884 
080 Idaho State University 089 Johns Hopkins University E-Mail: 
Paulson, Donald L. Mood, Michael kathleen. f. fucbs@lawrence.edu 
Counseling Center Counseling & Student Dev. Center 
Campus Box 8027 Merryman Hall, West Wing 098 Lehigh University 
Pocatello, ID 83209-0009 Baltimore. MD 21218 Birley, Ian 
Phone: 208-236-2130 Phone: 410-516-8278 Counseling Service 
E-Mail: pauldona@isu. edu Fax: 410-516-4286 36 University Dr. 
E-Mail: mond@jbunix.hcf.jhu.edu Bethlehem, PA 18015-3060 
081 Dlinois Institute of Teehoology Phone: 610-758-3880 
Shapiro, Terry OliO Kansas State University Fax: 610-758-5833 
Counseling & Health Service Newton, Fred B. E-Mail: itbl'l@lehigh.cc.edu 
lOS Farr Hall, 3300 S Michigan Counseling Center 
ClUcago,IL 60616 232l..afene 099 Lewis and Clark College-OR 
Phone: 312-808-7118 Manhattan, KS 66506-3301 Schneider, John R. 
Fax: 312-8087131 Phone: 913-532-6927 Counseling Center 
E-Mail: ia_shapiro@vaxl.ais.iit.edu Fax: 913-532,6627 Box 135 
E-Mail: newtonf@ksuvm.ksu.edu Portland, OR 97219 
082 Dlinois State University Phone: 503-768-7160 
Lamb, Douglas (Interim) 091 Keene State College Fax: 503-768-7105 
Counseling Center Zimmerman, Tamera 
Box 2420 Counseling Center 100 Lewis-Clark State College-ID 
Normal, IL 61790-2420 229 Main Street Swrunerson, Mark 
Phone: 309-438-3655 ' Keene. NH 03431 Counseling Center 
Fax: 309-438-3004 Phone: 603-358-2438 8th Avenue & 6th Street 
Fax: 603-358-2257 Lewiston, ID 83501 
083 Indiana State University E-Mail: tzimmerm@Keene.edu Phone: 208-799-2211 
Maierle, Paul Fax: 208-799-2298 
Counseling Center 092 · Kent State University E-Mail: msummer@lcsc.edu 
527 N ortb Fifth Street Scanlon, Catherine 
Terre Haute, IN 47802 Counseling Center 101 Loras College 
Phone: 812-237-3939 325 While Hall Curoe, Bernadine 
E-Mail: sccmair@stserv.indstale.edu Kent, OH 44242 Counseling Center 
Phone: 216-672-2208 1450 Alta Vista 
084 Indiana University Fax: 216-672-3063 Dubuque,IA 52004-0178 
Buckles, NancyB. Phone: 319-588-7134 
Counseling Services 093 Kenyon College Fax: 319-588-7292 
600 N. Jordan Avenue Carney, Clarke G. 
Bloomington, IN 47405 Health & Counseling Center 101 Lorna LiDda University 
Phone: 812-855-5711 Gambier, OH 43022 Dyer, James 
Fax: 812-SSS-4628 Phone: 614-427-5643 CoWISeling Center 
E-Mail: bucklesn@ucs.indiana.edu Fax: 614-427-5527 Suite A 
E-Mail: camey@kenyon.edu 11374 Mountain View Avenue 
085 Indiana University of PA Lorna Linda, CA 92350 
Mills, John A. "Jay• 094 Keystone College Phone: 909-799-6081 
CoWISeling & Student Dev. Center Rockwell. Paula (Acting) Fax: 909-799-6090 
119 Clark Hall Counseling Center 
Indiana, PA 15705 POBox 50 103 Loyola College 
Phone: 412-357-2621 La Plume, PA 18440 Cook, Donelda A. 
E-Mail: jamills@grove.iup.edu Phone: 717-945-5141 eXL2800 CoWISeling Center 
Fax: 717-945-7917 4501 N. Charles Street 
086 Ithaca College Baltimore, MD 21210 
Mendelson, Eric {Interim) 095 LaFayette College Phone: 410-617-5109 
CoWISeling Center Kirts, Donald K. Fax: 410-617-2001 
Hammond Health Center Counseling Center E-Mail: dac@loyola.edu 
Ithaca, NY 14850 Easton. PA 18042 
Phone: 607-274-3136 ·Phone: 610-250-5005 104 Loyola Marymount University 
Fax: 607-274-3474 Doyle, Michael 
096 LaSalle University Counseling Center 
087 James Madison University Filicetti, Peter Loyola Blvd at West 80th St. 
Locher, Linda L. Counseling Center Los Angeles, CA 90045 
Counseling & Student Dev. Ctr. 1900 W. Olney Ave. Phone: 310-338-2868 
Alumnae Hall 200 Philadelphia, PA 19141 Fax: 310-338-1805 
Hanisonburg, VA 22807 Phone: 215-951-1355 E-Mail: mdoyle@lmumail.lmu.edu 
Phone: 703-568-6552 
Fax: 703-568-6359 
E-Mail: locherll@vax1.acs.jmu.edu 
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lOS Luther College 113 Metro State College of Denver 
122 N. Adams State College 
Torresdal, P1110 Volbner, Barbara 
Doyle, Ellen 
Counseliog Center Counseling Center 
Counseling Center 
700 College Drive Caunpus Box 5, P.O. Box 173362 
North Adams, MA 01247 
Decorab,IA 52101 Denver, CO 80217-3362 
Phone: 413-662-5331 
Phone: 319-387-1375 Phone: 303-556-3132 
Fax: 413-662-5170 
Fax: 319-387-2159 Fax: 303-556-4760 
E-Mail: Torrespa@Dorse.luther.edu E-Mail: volbnerb@mscd.edu 
123 N. Carolioa Central University 
Martin, Glen R. 
106 Mac:alster College 114 Miami University 
Counseling Center 
Schank, Janet A. Alishio, Kip C. 
P.O. Box 19688 
Counseliog Center Counseling Center 
Durham, NC 27707 
1600 Grand Avenue B-30 Warfield Hall 
Phone: 919-560-6336 
SL Paul, MN 55105 Oxford, OH 45056 
Fax: 919-560-5013 
Phone: 612-696-6275 Phone: 513-529-4634 
Fax: 612-696-6687 Fax: 513-529-3445 124 
New EDglaod College 
E-Mail: scbank@maclstr.edu E-Mail: knlishio@tnu.acs.muohio.edu 
Dugan, Meg 
Counseliog Center 
107 Maobattan College liS Michigan State University 
Henniker, NH 03242 
Brown, Bernice E. Willi:uns. Gordon 
Phone: 603-428-2310 
Counseliog Center Counseling Center 
Fax: 603-428-7230 
W. 242od & Manhattan College Pky 207 Student Service Bldg. 
Riverdale, NY 10471 East Lansing, MI 48824-1113 12S 
New Jersey Institute of Tech. 
Phone: 718-920-0394 Phone: 517-355-8270 
Frank, Edith 
Fax: 718-920-0483 Fax: 517-353-5582 
Counseling Center 
E-Mail: gordonw@tnsu.edu Martin Luther King Blvd. 
108 Mankato State University 
Newark, NJ 07102 
Croig, Donald H. 116 Middle Tennessee State University 
Phone: 201-596-3416 
Counseliog Center Covington, James D. 
Fax: 201-596-2051 
Box 4, CSU 245 Counseling & Testing 
E-Mail: frank@admio.njit.edu 
Mankato, MN 56002-8400 PO Box 53 
Phone: 507-389-1455 Murfree.•boro, TN 37132 126 
New Mexico State University 
Fax: 507-389-5859 Phone: 615-898-2670 Irvine, John S. 
E-Mail: 
Counseling Center, Dept. 3575 
don_croig@ms1.mankato.msus.edu 117 Millersville University P.O. Box 30001 
Harris, Harold J. Jr. Las Cruces, NM 88003-8001 
109 Marsball University Counseling Service 
Phone: 505-646-2731 
Hensley, Steve Millersville, PA 17551 Fax: 505-645-7892 
Student Development Center Phone: 717-872-3122 
·E-Mail: jirvine@nmsu.edu 
400 Hal Greer Blvd. 
Huntington, WV 25755 118 Millsaps College 127 New York University 
Phone:304-696-2269 Booth, Janis C. Grayson, Paul A. 
Fax: 304-696-6565 Counseling Center U Diversity Counseliog Services 
E-Mail: heosley@marshall.edu PO Box 150435 3 Washington Square Village-1M 
Jackson, MS 39210 New York, NY 10012 
110 Mary Washington College Phone: 601-974-1200 
Phone: 212-998-4780 
Chirico, Bernie Fax: 601-974-1225 Fax: 212-995-4096 
Counseliog Center E-Mail: boothjc@okra.tnillsaps.edu 
Fredericksburg, VA 22401 128 North Georgia College 
Phone: 703-654-1053 119 Montana State University Arnold, Elizabeth 
Fax: 703-654-1711 Donahoe, Patrick M. Counseling Center 
E-Mail: bchirico@tnwc.edu Counseling & Psychological Services Dahlonega, GA 30597 
211 Swingle Phone: 404-864-1819 
111 McGill University Bozeman, MT 59717 
Fax: 706-864-1667 
Baker, Ted Phone: 406-994-4531 
Counseliog Center Fax: 406-994-4531 129 Northeast Missouri State University 
3637 Peel Street E-Mail: uccpd@trex.oscs.montana.edu Gilchrist, Lou Ano 
Montreal, QC CANADA H3AIX1 University Counseliog Services 
Phone: 514-398-3601 120 Mount Union College Kirksville, MO 63501 
Fax: 514-398-8149 Deneselya, Helen A. Phone: 816-785-4014 
Counseling Center Fax: 816-785-7444 
112 McMaster University 1972 Clark Avenue E-Mail: 
W'llkinson, Bill Alliance. OH 44685 ad57 %nemomus@nemostnte.edu 
Counselling & Career Services Phone: 216-823-2485 
302 Hamilton Hall Fax: 216-823-5272 130 Northeastern University 
Hamilton, ON CANADA L854KI Lilly-Weber, Jeanne (Interim) 
Phone: 905-525-9140exL 24711 121 Murray State University Counseling Center 
Fax: 905-529-8972 Allbritten, Bill 302 Ell Bldg. 360 Huntington Ave 
E-Mail: wilkins@mcmaster.ca Counseling & Testing Ctr. Boston, MA 02115 
Ordway Hall Phone: 617-373-2142 
Murray. KY 42071 Fax: 617-437-2542 
Phone: 502-762-6851 
Fax: 502-762-6851 
E-Mail: 
AQ5222F@msumusik.mursuky .edu 
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I3I Northeru Arizona University 139 Old Dominion University I47 Rhode Island College 
DeStefano, Tholt1ll8 J. Thompson. Lenoru Hicks Pustell, Tholt1ll8 E. 
CoUDSeling & Testing Counseling & Psychological Services Counseling Center 
Flagstaff, AZ 86004 Suite 1526. Webb Center North Providence, RI 02908 
Phone: 520-523-2261 Norfolk. VA 23529-0066 Phone: 401-456-8094 
Fax: 520-523-9060 Phone: 804-683-4401 
E-Mail: tjd@QI.ucc.nnu.edu Fax: 804-683-3710 I48 Rice University 
E-Mail: Doran, Lindley E. 
I32 Northeru Dlinois University llitiOOu@redwood.webb.odu.edu CoUDSeling Center 
Hotelling, Kathy P.O. Box I892 
CoUDSeling & Student Devel. Ctr. I40 Oregon State University Houston, TX 77251 
Dekalb, IL 60115-2854 Sanderson, Rebecca A. Phone: 713-527-4867 
Phone: 8I5-753-1206 Counseling Center Fax: 713-285-5953 
Fax: 8I5-753-9183 Administration Bldg 322 E-Mail: doran@rice.edu 
E-Mail: f211ahl.wpo.cso.niu.edu Corvallis, OR 97331-2116 
Phone: 503-737-2131 I49 Rochester Institute of Tech 
I33 Northeru Michigan University Fax: 503-737-3033 Menyman, Harry M. 
Platt, Christine E-Mail: sanderre@ccmail.orst.edu Counseling Center 
Counseling Center 114 Lomb Memorial Drive 
201 Cohodas Admin Bldg. I41 Penn State University Rochester, NY 14623 
Marquette, MI 49855 HeiiZillann. Dennis Phone: 716-475-2261 
Phone: 906-227-2980 Center for Counseling & Psychological Fax: 716-475-5378 
Fax: 906-227-2204 Services E-Mail: hmmycc@ritvax.isc.rit.edu 
E-Mail: cplatt@nmu.edu 217 IDtenour Building 
University Park, PA 16802 ISO Rockford College 
I34 Ogelthorpe University Phone: 814-865-0966 Roberts,Sallyann 
Ryland, Betsy Fax: 814-863-9610 Counseling Center 
CoUDSeling & Career Development E-Mail: deh8@psuadmin.edu 5050 E. State Street 
4484 Peachtree Road, NE Rockford, IL 61108-2393 
Atlanta, GA 303I9 I42 Penn State University-Harrisburg Phone: 815-226-4083 
Phone:404-364-8413 Backels. Steve 
Counseling Service ISI Rockhurst College 
I35 Ohio State University 777 W Harrisburg Pike Mikinski, Tamaru Coder 
Douce, Louise A. Middletown. PA 17057 Counseling Center 
CoUDSeling & Consultation Service Phone: 717-948-6025 II 00 Rockhurst Road 
1739 N. High Street, 4th A. Fax: 717-948-6261 Kansas City, MO 64110-2561 
Columbus, OH 43210 E-Mail: JSBS@psu.edu Phone: 816-926-4275 
Phone: 6I4-292-S766 Fax: 816-926-4822 
Fax: 614-292-3440 143 Pepperdine University E-Mail: mikinski@vaxl.rockhursLedu 
E-Mnil: McBee. Jerry 
ldouce@magnus.Dcs.ohio-state.edu Counseling Center I 52 Roger Williams University 
24255 Pacific Coast Hwy Azllr. J11mes A. 
I36 Ohio University Malibu, CA 90263 CoUDSeling Center 
Hanek, Michllel Phone: 310-456-4184 I Old Ferry Road 
Counseling & Psychological Services Fax: 310-456-4428 Bristol, RI 02809 
Hudson Health Center, 3rd Floor E-Mail: jmcbee@pepperdine.edu Phone: 40I-254-3I24 
Athens, OH 4570I Fax: 401-254-3480 
Phone: 614-593-1616 144 Princeton University 
Fax: 614-593-0179 Geller. Marvin H. 153 Roosevelt University 
E-M11il: hanek@ohiou.edu Counseling Center Dore. Patricill 
McCosh Health Center Counseling. Testing & Career Services 
I37 Ohio Wesleyan University Princeton, NJ 08544-1004 430 S. Michigan Avenue, Rm. 854 
Cozzens, David S. Phone: 609-258-3285 Chicago, IL 60605 
Counseling Service Fax: 609-258-1355 Phone: 312-341-3548 
324 H11milton- Wms. C11mpus E-Mail: mhgeller@pucc.princeton.edu Fax: 312-341-3655 
Delllware, OH 43015 
Phone: 614-368-3145 I45 Purdue University 154 Rosemont College 
Fax: 6I4-368-3158 Gabbard, Clinton E. l..aRossa, Virginill 
E-Mail: dscozzen@cc.owu.edu Counseling & Psychological Services Counseling Center 
1826 PSYC 1120 Rosemont, PA 19010-1699 
I38 Oklahoma State University West Lafayette, IN 47907-1826 Phone: 610-527-0200 
Murphy, P11trick M. Phone: 317-494-6995 
Counseling Center Fax: 317-496-1264 ISS Rush University 
315 Student Union E-Mail: gabbard@psych.purdue.edu Johnson, Marilyn 
Stillwater, OK 74078-0660 Counseling Center 
Phone: 405-744-5458 146 Queens College 1743 W. H~~rrison Street 
Fax: 405-744-8380 McCaffrey, Elizabeth Chicago, IL 60612 
E-Mail: pmurphy@osuvml.bitnet Counseling & Advisement Phone: 312-942-3687 
PH 128. Kissenn Blvd. FIIX: 312-942-2219 
Flushing, NY 11367-1597 
Phone: 718-997-5420 I 56 Rutgers College 
Fax: 718-997-5508 Chllndler, David 
Counseling Center 
SO College Avenue 
New Brunswick, NJ 08903 
Phone: 908-932-7884 
Fax: 908-932-8278 
157 Saint Mary's College 
DePauw, Mary E. 
Counseling Center 
165 I..eMans Hall 
Notre Dame, IN 46556 
Phone: 219-284-4565 
Fax: 219-284-4716 
E-Mail: mdepauw@saintmarys.cdu 
ISS Salem College 
McAllister, Peggy L. 
Student Development Services 
Box 10548 
Wmston-Salem, NC 27108 
Phone: 91Q-721-2625 
Fax: 91Q-917-5588 
159 Salem State College 
Jones, Linda S. 
Counseling Center 
224 Meier Hall 
Salem, MA 01970 
Phone: 508-741-6410 
Fax: 508-741-6753 
E-Mail: ljones@mecn.mass.edu 
160 Salisbury State University 
McBrien, Robert J. 
Center for Personal & 
Professional Development 
Camden Avenue 
Salisbury, MD 21801 
Phone: 41Q-543-6070 
Fax: 41Q-S46-6910 
E-Mail: ljmcbrien@sae.ssu.umd.edu 
161 Samford University 
Daughhetee, Charlotte 
Counseling Center 
Birmingham. AL 35229 
Phone: 205-870-2065 
E-Mail: cludaugbh@ 
samford.bitnel@uga.cc.uga.edu 
162 Santa Clara University 
Wolfe, Larry 
Counseling Center 
Benson Center, Room 212 
Sanm Clara, CA 95053 
Phone: 408-554-4172 
Fax: 408-554-5454 
163 Seattle University 
Morishige, Howard H. 
Counseling Center 
121h & E. Colwnbia 
Seattle, W A 98122 
Phone: 206-296-6090 
Fax: 206-296-6087 
E-Mail: morishig@seattleu.cdu 
164 Seton Hall University 
Waters, Catherine C. 
Counseling Services 
Mooney Hall, 400 South Orange Ave 
South Orange, NJ 07079 
Phone: 201-761-9500 
165 Sienna College 
Gellert, Jane 
Counseling Center 
515 Louden Rd. 
Loudonville, NY 12211 
Phone: 518-783-2342 
Fax: 518-786-5096 
E-Mail: gellert@sien.bitnet 
166 Simmons College 
Ebrenworlh, Jonathan 
Counseling Center 
300 Fenway 
Boston, MA 02115 
Phone: 617-521-2453 
Fax: 617-521-3199 
167 Skidmore College 
McConnack. Judy 
Counseling Center 
Sarasota Spring, NY 12866 
Pbone: 518-584-5000ext 2175 
Fax: 518-584-6212 
168 SMSU 
Tooley, Lois 
Counseling Center 
901 S. National, Box 128 
Springfield. MO 65804 
Pbone: 417-836-5116 
Fax: 417-836-6797 
E-Mail: lkt989l@vma.smsu.edu 
169 Sonoma Stale University-Sonoma 
Sanchez. Joaquin J. 
Coun.•eling Center 
Rohnert Park, CA 94928 
Pbone: 707-664-2153 
E-Mail: joaquin.sanchez@ssu.cdu 
170 Southeastern Louisiana University 
Terrell. Tom 
Counseling Center 
SLU 310 
Hanunond.IA 70402 
Pbone: 504-549-3894 
Fax: 504-549-5007 
171 Southern lllinois University-Carb 
Coffman, Janet 
Counseling Center 
A302 Woody Hall 
Carbondale. IL 62901-4715 
Pbone: 618-453-5371 
Fax: 618-453-6151 
E-Mail: jcoffman@siu.edu 
172 Southern Methodist University 
Settle. Karen 
Counseling Center 
P.O. Box 295 SMU 
Dallas, TX 75275 
Pbone: 214-768-2211 
Fax: 214-768-2151 
173 Southern Tech 
Stoy. Mary 
Counseling Center 
II 00 S. Marietta Parkway 
Marietta. GA 30060 
Pbone: 404-528-7226 
Fax: 404-528-7409 
E-Mail: mstoy@st6000.sct.edu 
174 St. Clair College 
Hallahan, Patricia 
Counseling & Health Center 
2000 Talbot Road W 
Wmdsor. ON CANADA N9A654 
Pbone: Sl9-972-2727x4539 
Fax: 519-972-0801 
175 St. Cloud State University 
Bayne, Robert D. 
Counseling Center 
I 03 Stewart Hall 
St. Cloud, MN 56301 
Phone: 612-255-3171 
E-Mail: bayne@tigger.stcloud.msu.cdu 
176 St. Edward's University 
Manning. Linda 
Counseling Center 
3001 S. Congress Ave. 
Campus Mail Box 1026 
Austin, TX 78704-6489 
Pbone: 512-448-8535 
Fax: 512-448-8492 
E-Mail: lindam@udmin.stedwards.edu 
177 St. Joseph's University 
Nevels, Lourene 
Counseling Center 
5600 Cily Avenue 
Pbiladelphia. PA 19131 
Pbone: 215-660-1090 
Fax: 215-66o-1069 
178 St. Mary's College of MarytaDd 
Kafka, Eric 
Counseling Center 
St. Mary's Cily, MD 20686 
Pbone: 301-862-0289 
Fax: 301-862-0937 
179 St. Peters College 
Jaeger, Theresa 
Counseling Center 
2641 Kennedy Blvd. 
Jersey Cily, NJ 07306 
Pbone: 201-915-9312 
Fax: 201-451-0036 
E-Mail: jaeger_l@spcvxa.spc.edu 
180 Stanford University 
Martinez. Alejandro M. 
Counseling & Psychological Services 
Cowell Student Heallh Center 
Stanford, CA 94305-8580 
Pbone: 415-725-4120 
Fax: 415-725-2887 
E-Mail: 
a.martinez@forsythe.stanford.edu 
181 Stetson University 
Wright. Judith 
Counseling Center 
Box 8365 
Deland, FL 32720 
Pbone: 904-822-8900 
Fax: 904-822-8906 
E-Mail: 
JWrighl@SUV AX t.stetson.cdu 
182 Stonehill College 
Price, Neal I. 
Counseling Center 
N. Easton, MA 02357 
Pbone: 508-23Q-1331 
E-Mail: price@lcc.stonehill.edu 
183 Suffolk University 
Gami. Ken 
Counseling Center 
148 Cambridge Street 
Boston. MA 02114 
Pbone: 617-573-8226 
Fax: 617-742-2582 
E-Mail: k.gami@udmin.suffotk.cdu. 
36 
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184 SUNY-Bull'alo 1!13 Te~~~~essee Tech. University 202 UCLA Gale, Diane Kranz, Peter L. Pruett. Harold COUDSeling Center Counseling Center Student Psychological Services 120 Ricbmoocl Quad Box5094 405 HiUganl; 4223 Math Science Bldg Buffalo, NY 14261-001!1 Cookeville, TN 38505 Los Angeles, CA !10024-1556 Phone: 716-645-2720 Phone: 615-372-3331 Phone: 310-825-0768 Fax: 716-645-5942 Fax: 615-372-6138 Fax: 310-206-7365 E-Mail: UDCgale@ubrms.cc.buffalo.edu 
E-Mail: hpi'Uelf@sps.aaonet. ucla.edu 1!14 Texas Christian University ISS SUNY-Cobleskill Scott. Jack C. 203 Union CoDege Morris, Wayne Counseling & Testing Spring, Doaald Counseling Center Box 30789TCU Station Counseling Center Cobleskill, NY 12043 Fort Worth, TX 76129 1 UnionAvenue Phone: 518-234-5211 Phone: 817-921-7863 Schenectady, NY 12309 Fax: 518-234-5333 Fax: 817-921-7333. Phone: 518·308-6161 E-Mail: morris@scobva.cobleskill.edu E-Mail: J. Scotl@tcu.edu 
204 Universite Laval 186 SUNY -CortlaDd 195 Texas Tech University Aoclre, Bellerive Papalia, Anlhoay s. Gordhamer, Rolf Serv D'Orient et COUDS COUDSeling Center Counseling Center Pavilion Boneafaaf #3445 B44 VaaHoaea HaD 214 West Hall Ste-Foy, PO CANADA G1K 7P4 Cortlaocl, NY 13045 Lubbock, TX 79409 Phoae:418~7987 Phoae:607-753-4728 Phone: 806-742-3674 Fax: 418-657-7866 Fax: 607-753-2937 
E-Mail: 
1!16 Texas Wesleyan University bellerive.aware@aore@u)aval.ca 187 SUNY-Morrisville Caanici. James 
Wolf-Lockett. Adrienne Counseling Center 205 University de Sherhiooke COUDSeling Services 1201 Wesleyan Street Roy, Michel Morrisville, NY 13408 Fort Worth, TX 76105-0010 Serv. de Psych. et Orient. Pboae: 315-684-6071 . Phone: 817-531-4432 2500 Boul Sherbrooke Fax: 315-684-6116 Fax: 817-531-4208 Sherbrooke, PO CANADA JJK2R1 E-Mail: 
Phone: 819·821-7666 
wolfa@snymorva.cs.cnymor.edu 1!17 Texas Women's University Fax: 819-821-7689 
Rosen, Don E-Mail: mroy@vm1.si.usherb.ca 188 SUNY-New Paltz Counseling Center 
Atkins, Pam P.O. Box 425350 206 University or Akron Psychological Counseling Center Denton, TX 76204-3350 Brandel, Irvin W. VLC-110 Phone: 817-898-3801 Counseling & Testing Center New Paltz, NY 12561 Fax: 817-898-3621 Akron, OH 44325-4303 Pboae: 914-257-2920 E-Mail: s_rosen@twu.edu Phone: 216-972-7082 Fax: 914-257-2920 Fax: 216-972-5679 
1!18 To'WSOn Slate University E-Mail: ibrandel@uakron.edu 189 SUNY-Plattsburg Maloy. Charles E. 
Morocco, Paul E. Counseling Center 207 University or Alabama Counseling & Psychological Towson, MD 21204 Rosenzweig, Marianne Resource Center Phone: 410-830-2512 Counseling & PaycbologicalServices Plattsburg, NY 12901 Fax: 410-830-3453 Box 870360; Russell St. Health Center i'hone: 518-564-3086 E-Mail: maloy_c@loa.lowson.edu Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0360 Fax: 518-564-2376 Phone: 205-348-3863 
1!19 Tufts University Fax: 205-348-9278 190 SUNY-Potsdam Slavin, Jonathnn H. 
Thomas, S\ISIID Counseling Center 208 University or Arizona COUDSeling Center 120 Curtis Street Velez, Maria Teresa 106 Sisson Han Medford, MA 02155 Counseling & Psychological Services Potsdam, NY 13676 Phone: 617-627-3360 Student Health, 2ocl Fl. Phone: 315-267-2330 Fax: 617-627-3019 Tucson, AZ 85721 Fax: 315-267-2342 E-Mail: jslavin@emerald. tufts.edu Phone: 520-621-7591 
Fax: 520-621-8412 191 SW Texas Slate University :zoo TulaDe University E·Mail: SnQdgrass, Grego!)' Hansche, Janet H. mvelez@weU.health.arizona.edu Counseling Center Counseling & Tesling/ERC 
601 University Drive New Orleans. LA 70118 209 University or Arkansas-FA San Marcos, TX 78666-4616 Phone: 504-865-5113 Per!)', Jonathnn C. Phone: 512,245-2208 Fax: 504-862·8149 Counseling Center Fax: 512•245-3993 E-Mail: 600 Razorback Road E-Mail: gs03@al.swt.edu hansche@mailhosltcs.tulane.edu FnyetteviUe, AR 72701 
Phone: 501-575-5276 192 Syracuse University 201 Tuskegee Institute E-Mail: jpefl)'@comp.uaf.edu 
* 
Gibson, Joan M. Rhoden, Joyce V. 
COUDScling Center Counseling Center 210 University or Arkansas-LR 111 Waverly Avenue, Suite 006 Old Administration Bldg, Suite 208 W'mgfield, C. Michael Syracuse, NY 13244 Tuskegee. AL 36088 Counseling & Career Planning Pbone:315-443-4715 
. Phone: 205-727-8244 2801 S. University, Ross HaU 417 Fax: 315-443-4276 Fax: 334-724-4402 Lilt1e Rock, AR 72204 E-Mail: jmgibson@suadmin.syr.edu Phone: 501-569-3185 
Fax: 501-569-3388 
E-Mail: cmwingfield@ualr.edu 
38 
211 University of Bridgeport 219 
University of Chicago 227 University of Hartford 
Bqe, SUSIID N. Silvennan, Morton M.-
Lucas. Sue W. 
Counseling Center Student Counseling & 
Counseling Center 
85 Parlt Avenue Resource Service 
200 Bloomfielcl Avenue 
Bridgeport, CT 06601 5737 S. University Avenue 
West Hartford, CT 06117 
Phone: 203-576-4454 Chicago, IL 60637 
Phone: 203-768-4482 
Fax: 203-576-4941 Phone: 312-702-9800 
Fax: 203-768-5141 
Fax: 312-702-2011 E-Mail: lucas%uhavax.dnet@ 
212 University of Calgary E-Mail: 
ipgate.bartford.edu 
Handy, Lee C. msilvenn@uhs.bsd.uchicago.edu. 228 University of Idaho 
Coumeling Center 
2500 University Drive NW 220 University of Cincinnati 
Monis,Jim 
Calguy, AB CANADA T2N1N4 Foreman. Milton E. 
Counseling Center 
Phone: 403-220-4084 Psychological Services Center 
UCC309 
Fax: 403-284-0069 316 Dyer Hall; ML 034 
Moscow, ID 83843 
E-Mail: CincinnAti, OH 45221"0034 
Phone: 208-885-6716 
57401@ucdiiSVD11.admin.ucalgary.ca Phone: 513-556-0648 
Fax: 208-885-9494 
Fax: 513-556-2301 E-Mail: 
213 University of California-Berkeley E-Mail: 
sccmail@iclui1.csrv.uidaho.edu 
Sena, Esteban m.hon.fo1'C1111Ul@san.belt.uc.eclu. 
Coumeling & Psychological Services 
229 University of Illinoi&-CbampaigD 
T1111g Center; 2222 Bllllcroft 221 University or Colorado-BOulder 
Seals, Tom 
Berkeley, CA 94720 Sease. Darcy 
Coumeling Center 
Phone: 510-642-9494 Counseling Center 
212 SSB. 610 E. John SL 
Fax: 510-642-2368 Box 103 
Champaign, IL 61820 
Boulcler, CO 80309-0103 Phone: 217-333-3704 
214 University of California-Davis Phone: 303-492-6766 
Fax: 217-244-9645 
Mack, Judy Fax: 303-492-2234 
E-Mail: tseals@turner .odos.uiuc.edu 
Counseling Center E-Mail: darcy .sease@colorado.eclu 230 University or Iowa 
North Hall 
Davis, CA 95616-8568 222 University or Dayton 
Stone, Gen1ld 
Phone: 916-752-0871 Mueller, Steven D. 
University Coumeling Service 
Fax: 916-752-9923 CoWISCiing Center 
330 Westlawn Blclg S. 
E-Mail: jkmack@ucdavis.edu GosigerHall 
Iowa City, lA 52242-1100 
Dayton. OH 45469-0910 Phone: 319-335-7294 
215 University or California-Riverside Phone: 513-229-3141 
Fax: 319-353-5554 
Steel, Catherine M. Fax: 513-229-3446 231 University or Kausas 
Coumeling Center 
Veitch SIUdent Center NW 223 University of Delaware 
DeSalvo, Frucis J. 
Riverside, CA 92521~02 Bishop, John B. 
Counseling & Psychological Services 
Phone: 909-787-5531 CoiDISeling & Student Development 
Watkins Health Center 
Fax: 909-787-2447 261 Student Center 
Lawrence, KS 66045 
E-Mail: csteel@ucraci.ucr.edu Newark. DE 19716 
Phone: 913-864-2277 
Phone: 302-831-8107 Fax: 913-864-9596 
216 University or Califomia..SD Fax: 302-831-2148 
GiebiDk, John W. E-Mail: john.bishop@mvs.udel.eclu 232 
University or Kentucky 
Fulks, Nikki J. 
Coume1ing Center 
La Jolla, CA 92093-0304 224 University of Denver 
Coumeling & Testinc Center 
Phone: 619-534-3755 Larsen. Patricia 
301 Frazee Hall 
Fax: 619-534-2628 COIDISe1ing Center 
Lexington, KY 40506-0031 
E-Mail: jgiebink@uCad.edu Driscoll Center S., Suite 46 
Phone: 606-257-8701 
Denver, CO 80208 Fill': 606-257-3319 
217 University or Cealral Arkansas Phone: 303-871-3511 
E-Mail: fulksn@ukllllla.ulcy .edu 
Ness, M. Ernest Fax: 303-871-4335 
Coumeling Center E-Mail: cnslo1@denver.du.edu 
233 University or MaiD~rono 
Grant, Cliatles 0. 
313 Bernard Hall 
Conway, AR 72032 225 University or Florida _ 
CoiDISeiing Center 
Phone: 501-450-3138 Resnick, Jnquelyn Liss 
125 Cuder Health Center 
Fax: 501-450-5168 CoiDISeling Center 
Orono, ME 04469-5721 
E-Mail: eness@ccl.uca.edu 301 Peabody Hall 
Phone: 207-581-1392 
Gainesville, FL 32611 Fax: 207-581-3997 
218 University or Central Florida Phone: 904-392-1575 
E-Mail: CGRANT@MaiDe.MaiDe.eclu 
Harmon, Robert L Fax: 904-392-8452 
Coumeling Center E-Mail: resnick@counsel.ufl.eclu 
234 University of Manitoba 
Robertson, MaiiJ'eeD (Interim) 
Box 163170 
Orllllldo, FL 32816-3170 126 University of Georgia 
Coumeling Service 
Phone: 407-823-2811 Brown. Steve D. 
474 University Centre 
Fax: 407-823-5415 CoiDISCling & Testing Center 
Wmnepeg, MB CANADA R3T2N2 
E-Mail: barmllll@ucflvm.cc.ucf.edu Clark Howell Hall 
Phone: 204-474-8592 
Athens. GA 30602 Fax: 204..275-5250 
Phone: 706-542-3183 E-Mail: 
Fax: 706-542-3915 Olllureen _ robinson@umllllitoba.ca 
E-Mail: sdbrown@uga.cc.uga.eclu 
39 
235 thliversity or Maeyland 243 University or Minnesota-Morris 251 University or Nevada-Re~ao Boyd, Vivian S. Balistrieri, Thomas J. Parker, Lois J. COUIISeling Center CoWISeling Center Counseling Center 1101 SboemakerHaU 235 Belunler Hall TSS 206, Mailatop 080 College Park, MD 20742-8111 Morris. MN 56267 Reno, NV 89557 Pboae: 301·314-7675 Phone: 612·589-6060 Phone: 702· 784-4648 Fax: 301·314-9206 Fax: 612-589-3811 Fax: 702-784-4608 E-Mail: vboyd@umdacc.wnd.edu E-Mail: bn1isl1j@caa.mrs.wnn.edu E-Mail: lparker@sea.unr.edu 
236 Uaiversity or Maeyland-Baltimore 244 University or Mississippi 252 University or New England BW11111Ster, Carrie Jones, Jean K. Keane, Jeri 
Couuseling Center Wellness Center Couuseling Center 419 W. Redwood St., Suite 260 Heallh Services Building 11 Hills Beach Road Baltimore, MD 21201 University, MS 38677 Biddeford, ME 04005 Pbone:410.328·8404 Phone: 601-232-3784 Phone: 207-642-2625 Fax: 410.328-6191 Fax: 601-232-3784 Fax: 207-282-6379 
E-Mail: cajones@umsvm 
237 thliv. or Maryland-Baltimo~ Co. 253 thliversity or New Hampshire Nel1lea, RegiDald 245 University or Missouri-KC Croas,Davicl 
Counseling Center Schenunel, Dennis R. The Counseling Center MP201 Counseling Center Schofield House Baltimore, MD 21228 4825 Troost, Suite 205-6 Durham, NH 03824 Pboae: 410o455-2472 Kansas City, MO 64110 Phone: 603·862·2090 Fax: 410o455·2399 Phone: 816-235-1219 Fax: 603-862-1188 
E-Mail: Fax: 816-235-1717 E-Mail: d.ci'OIIS@christa.unh.edu 
regiDald _ nettles@umbcadmn. bitnet E-Mail: 
schemmed@smtpgote.wDkc.edu 254 Uaiversity or New Haveo 238 University or Masachusetts-Ambent Everbnrt, Deborah 
Freeman, Sally 246 University or Missouri-RoUa CoWISeling Center 
Ctr for Counseling & Academic Dev. Robinson. Debra 300 Orange Avenue 
123 Berltshirc House CoWlSeling Center West Haven, CT 06510 
Amherst, MA 01003 204 Norwood Hall Phone: 203-932· 7332 
Pboae: 413-545-0333 Rollll. MO 65401 Fax: 203-932-7178 
Fax: 413-545-3205 Phone: 314-341-4025 
Fax: 314·341-6156 255 Uaiversity or New Mexieo 239 University or Masachusetts- E-Mail: debrar@shullle.cc.umr.edu Wagner-AdiUDS, Carol A. 
Dartmouth Student Mental Health 
Hadley, Virginia P. 247 University or Missouri-SL c/o Student Health Center, Bldg 73 
Couuseling Center Biegen, Sbnron Albuquerque, NM 87131·2076 
N. Dartmouth, MA 02747 Counseling Service Phone: 505-277-4537 
Pboae: 508·999-8648 8001 Natul'lll Bridge Road Fax: 505-271-5668 
Fax: 508-999-8901 St. Louis. MO 63121 
E-Mail: vhlldley@umassd.edu Phone: 314-553-5711 2S6 University or New Orleaus 
E-Mail: smsbieg@umslvma.wnsl.edu Mitchell, BaJbara S. 
240 University or 1\fassaehusett&' Wor CoWlSeling Services 
Vogel, SUSIIII Raymond 248 University or NC-Charlotte ADC#23 
Counseling Service Medical Center Simono. R.B. "Sam• New Orleans, lA 70148 
55 Lake Drive CoWlSeling Center Pbone: 504-286-6683 
Worcester, MA 01605 UNCCStation 
Pboae: 508-856-3220 Charlotte. NC 28223 257 Uaiversity or Newfo1111dland 
Fax: 508-856-6426 Phone: 704-547-2105 Hurley, George 
Fax: 704-547-3096 University Couuseling Centre 
241 University or Miami E-Mail: Jbsimono@unccvm.uncc.edu St. Jobn's,Newfoundlllnd, CANADA 
Kahn, Malcolm A1C5S1 
CoiiiiSCiing Center 249 University or NC-Wilmington Phone: 709-737-8874 
21-R Merrick Dr., P.O. Box 248186 Johnston, Paul J. Fax: 709-737-3011 
Coral Gobles, FL 33124-5520 Student Development Center 
Phone: 305·284-5511 601 South College Road 258 University or North CaroliDa-CB 
Fax: 305-284-5340 Wilmington, NC 28403 Edgerly, John W. 
E-Mail: Phone: 910.395-3746 CoWISeling Center 
mkahn@umiamivm.ir.miami.edu Fax: 910.350.7124 101 NIISh Hall 
E-Mail: johnstonP@vxc.uncwil.edu Chapel Hill, NC 21599-5130 
242 University or Michigan-Ann Arbor Fax: 919-962-3652 
DoWis, Jerome D. 250 University or Nebraska-LincolD E-Mail: uCc@email.unc.edu 
Couuseling & PsychOlogical Services Portnoy. Robert N. 
Rm 3100 Michigan Union Counseling & Psychological Services 259 University or North Dakota 
ADn Arbor, M1 48109-1349 University Health Center Grosz, Riclwil 
Pbone: 313-764-8312 Lincoln, NE 68588-0618 Counseling Center 
.. Fax: 313-747-4133 Phone: 402-4 72-1450 Box 9042, 127 McCIIIUlell Hall 
E-Mail: jdowis@j.imap.i~.umich.edu Fax: 402-472-8010 Grand Forks S. ND 58202 
E-Mail: 1p0rtnoy@unlinfo.unl.edu Phone: 701-777-2127 
E-Mail: ud182017@vml.nodlld.edu 
40 
260 University of North Florida 268 University of Roebester 
277 University of Texas-Arlington 
Brooke, Jo Schwartz. Allao J. 
Gault, Frnnk 
Counseling Center CoWISeling & Mental Health Services 
Counseling & Career Dev. 
Founders Hnll/2072 401 Dewey Hall 
Box 19156 
Jacksonville, FL 32224 Rochester, NY 14627-0356 
Arlington, TX 76019 
Phone: 904-646-2602 Phone: 716-275-3113 
Phone: 817-273-3671 
Fax: 904-928-3810 Fax: 716-442-0815 
Fax: 817-794-5792 
E-Mo.il: jbrooke@unflvm.unf.cdu E-Mail: ajsz@uhuru. cc. rochester.cdu 
E-Mail: frunk@visa.uta.cdu ! 
261 University of Northern Colorado 269 University or South Carolina 
278 University of Texas-Austin 
Miller, Jeanne C. Bowersock, Roger B. 
Drum, David J. 
Counseling Center CoWISeling & H IUlUI1l Devel. Center 
Counseling Center 
Gordon Hall 900 Assembly St. 
I 00 E. 26th Street 
Greeley, CO 80639 Colwnbia. SC 29208 
Austin, TX 78712 
Phone: 970-35!-2496 Phone: 803-777-5223 
Phone: 512-471-3515 
Fax: 970-351-1246 Fax: 803-777-5433 
Fax: 512-471-8875 
E-Mail: E-Mail: 
jcmiller@goldng8.univoorthco.cdu rbowersock@studaff.sa.scarolina.cdu 279 
University of Texas-Medical Braoeb 
Canavan, Margaret 
262 University of Ottawa 270 University of South Dakota 
Student/House Staff Counseling Center 
Cbislett, Lise Stricherz, Matt 
30 I University Blvd: 
Career & Counselling Service Counseling Center 
Galveston, TX 77555-1046 
100 Marie Curie Rm 416. Julian Hall #336; 414 E. Clnrk 
Phone: 409-772-3148 
Ottawa, ON CANADA KIN6N5 Vermillion, SO 57069 
Fax: 409-772-4070 
Phone: 613-564-9508 Phone: 605-677-5777 
E-Mail: nunc@vpaa.utmb.cdu 
Fax: 613-562-5964 Fax: 605~677-5777 
E-Mo.il: lch5 j@acadvm I. uottawa.ca 280 
University of Texas-Pan American 
271 University or South Florida-Tampa Silva, Santiago 
263 University of Pittsburgh Anton, Willi:un D. 
CoWISeling Center 
Gallagher, Robert P. CoWISeling Center 
1201 W. University Drive 
Counseling Service svc 2124 
Edinburg, TX 78539 
334 Wm. Pitt Union T:unpa. FL 33620-6970 
Phone: 512-381-2529 
Pittsburgh, PA 15260 Phone: 813-974-3598 
Fax: 210-316-7015 
Phone: 412-648-7930 Fax: 813-974-3598 
Fax: 412-648-7933 E-Mail: wanton@ccbd.cfr.usf.cdu 
281 University of Tulsa 
E-Mo.il: rgallagh+@pitt.edu 
Brian, Tom J. 
272 University of Southern California CoWISeling & Psych Services-AHC 
264 University of Puget Sound King. Bradford D. 
600 S. College Avenue 
Stremba, Bob Coun.•eling Center 
Tulsa, OK 74104-3!89 
Counseling, Health & Wellness 857 W. 36 Plnce, Suite 100 
Phone: 918-631-2200 
Services Los Angeles, CA 90089-0051 
1500 N. Warner, 216 SUB Phone: 213-740-7711 282 
University of Utah 
Tacoma, WA 98416 Fax: 213-740-6815 
Weigel, Richard G. 
Phone: 206-756-3372 
CoWISeling Center 
Fax: 206-756-3645 273 University of St. Tbomas-l\fN 
426 SSB 
E-Mail: stremba@ups.cdu Rockett. Jeri 
Salt Lake City, UT 84112 
Counseling Center Phone: 801-581-6826 
265 University of Redlands Mail #4019, 2115 SwrunitAve 
Fax: 80!-585-3034 
Granosky, E.M. St. Paul, MN 55105 
E-Mail: rweigel@ssbl.saff.utab.cdu 
Counseling Center Phone: 612-962-6780 
1200 E. Colton Avenue 283 
University of Virginia 
Redlands, CA 92373 274 University or St. Thomas-TX 
Clnck, J:unes R. 
Phone: 909-793-212lx2790 Baker. Debonili 
Counseling Center 
Fax: 909-793-2029 CoWISeling & Testing Services 
204 University Way 
1117W. Main Charlottesville, VA 22903 
266 University of Rhode Island Houston. TX 77006 
Phone: 804-924-3751 
Knott, EugeneJ. Phone: 713-525-3160 
Fax: 804-924-64 76 
Counseling Center Fax: 713-525-3880 
E-Mail: Jjc3v@virgioia.edu 
217 Roosevelt Hall 
Kingston, RJ 02881 275 University of Tampa 284 
University of Washington 
Phone: 401-792-2288 Nickeson, Suzanne 
Olona, Maggie 
Fax: 401-792-5010 CoWISeling & Career Plrutning 
Student Counseling Center 
E-Mo.il: knott@uriacc.uri.edu 401 W. Kennedy Blvd. Box 355830 
T:unpa. FL 33606-1490 Seattle, WA 98195 
267 University of Richmond Phone: 813-253-6236 
Phone: 206-543-1240 
Hopkins, Warren P. Fax: 813-258-7404 
Fax: 206-543-2945 
Counseling & Psych Services 
E-Mail: olonamm@u.washington.edu 
Richmond Hall, Room 201 276 University of Tennes..ee-Knxvll 
Richmond, VA 23173 Klukken. P. Gary 285 University of Waterloo 
Phone: 804-289-8119 Student CoWISeling Center Willi:uns, John L. 
Fax: 804-289-8375 900 Volunteer Blvd. CoWISelling Services 
Knoxville. TN 37996 NH 2080 
Phone: 615-974-2196 Waterloo, ON CANADA N21.3Gl 
E-Mail: klukken@utkvx.utk.cdu Phone: 519-885-1211 ext 2653 
Fax: 519-746-2401 
E-Mail: 
jwilli:un@wntservl. uwnterloo.ca 
41 
286 University of West Florida 294 USAF Academy 302 Wayne State CoDege-NEB Holmes, James R. O'Callllgban, Kevin W. Bnunmels,Lin Counseling Center Cadet CoWISeling & Leadership CoUDSeling Center 11000 University Pkwy. Development Center Wayne, NE 68787 Peasacola, FL 32514 HQ USAFA/DFBLC Phone: 402-375-7321 PhoDe: 904-474-2420 USAF Academy, CO 80840-5701 Fax: 402-375-7204 
Phone: 719-472·2107 E-Mail: lbnunmels@wscgate.wac.edu 287 University or WISCODSin-La Crosse Fax: 719-472-2956 
Hagesetb, Jon A. E-Mail: 303 Waynesbu111 CoDege CoUDSeling & Testing Center OCil)IDghan@dfbl@dfmail.usafa.af.mil Fenuri, Naocy 112 Walder Hall 
CoUDSeling Center La Crosse, WI 54601 295 Valparaiso University 51 W. CoUege Street Phone: 608-785-8073 Cooper. Stewart E. Waynesburg, PA 15370 Fax: 608-785-8965 CoWISeling Center PhoDe: 412-852-3317 E-Mail: hageaetb@mail.uwlax.edu 1500 Laporte Avenue · Fax: 412-627-6416 
Valparaiso, IN 46383 E-Mail: nfemui@waynesburg.edu 288 University or WISCODSin-Madison Phone: 219-464-5002 
McGrath, Bob Fax: 219-464-6865 304 Weber State University COUDSeling and CoDSultation Services E-Mail: scooper@exodus.valpo.edu Southwick, Richard 90S University Ave, #401 
CoUDSeling & Psych Services Ctr Madison, WI 53715 296 V auderbilt University MC 1402 PhoDe: 608-262-1744 Sieveking, Nicholas Ogden, UT 84408 Fax: 608-265-4572 Psychological & CoUDSeling Center PhoDe: 801-626-6406 E-Mail: 1313 21st Avenue South Fax: 801-626-7930 
robettmcgrath@mail.admin. wisc.edu Nashville. TN 37212 E·Mail: rsouthwi@central. weber.edu 
Phone: 615·936-0371 
289 University or Wiseoasin-1\filwaukee Fax: 615-936-1326 305 West New Mexico State University TentDDi, Stwart"C. 
Gonzales, Eloy M. Norris Health Center 297 Vassar CoUege Student Development Center 
P.O. Box413 Baldenuma, Sylvia P.O. Box 780 
Milwaukee, WI 53201 CoUDSeling Service Silver City, NM 88061 PhoDe: 414-229-4808 Mail Drop27 Phone: 505-538-6269 Fax: 414-229-6608 124 Raymond Avenue Fax: 505-538-6316 
E-Mail: stuart@health.etr.uwm.-edu Poughkeepsie, NY 12601 
Phone: 914-437-5700 306 West Texas A & M University 2!10 University or Wiseonsio-Osbkosb Fax: 914-437-5715 EV1U18, Sally 
Hocking, ThoiiUIS K. E-Mail: sybaldemllnll@vass:tr.edu Counseling Services 
Counseling Center WfBox925 
201 Dempsey Hall 298 Virginia Commonwealth University Canyon. TX 79016 
OsblcO..h, WI 54901 Coi'IIZZini. John G. "Jack" Phone: 806-656-2340 PhoDe: 414-424-2061 Counseling Center Fax: 806-656-2925 Fax: 414-424-7317 907 Floyd Ave., Rm. 225 
E-Mail: hocking@vaxa.cis.uwosh.edu Richmond. VA 23284-2525 307 Westem Carolina University 
Phone: 804-828-6200 Ritchie. John 
291 University or WISCOnsio-PiattsviUe Fax: 804-828-6099 Counseling & Psych. Services Ceater 
Meyer, Roger J. E-Mail: jcora@cabell. vcu.edu Scolt Bldg. 
University Couuseling Services Cullowhee, NC 28723 
1 University Plaza 299 Wake Forest University PhoDe: 704-227-7469 
Pla1tsville, WI 53818-3099 Schubert, Marianne Fax: 704-227-7250 
PhoDe: 608-342-1865 University Counseling Ceater E-Mail: Ritehie@WCU.EDU 
Fax: 608-342-1847 Box 7838 ReynoWa Station 
E-Mail: Meyer@UWPLAIT.EDU Winston-Salem, NC 27109 308 Westem Dlinois University 
Phone: 910-759-5273 Joy·NCWIIUID, Stephany 
292 University or WISCOnsio-Stevens Pt Fax: 910-759-6074 Counseling Ceater 
Gabnz, Sharon E-Mail: schubem@wfu.edu Memorial Hall 
CoUDSeling Ceater Macomb, IL 61455 
3rd Floor DelzeU, 910 Fremont St. 300 W asbingtoa State University Phone: 309-298-2453 
StevCDS Point, WI 54481 HlUnmond, Barbara Fax: 309-298-3253 
PhoDe: 715-346-3553 Student Counseling Center E-Mail: joys@ccmail.wiu.bgu.edu 
Fax: 715-346-4473 AD Annex Rm 300 
E-Mail: sgllhnz@uwspmail:uwsp.edu Pullman, WA 99163 309 Westem Kentucky University 
Phone: 509-335-3 792 Greer, Richard 293 University or Wyoming Fax: 509-335-8503 Counseling Services 
Turner, Andrew L E-Mail: 409 Potter Hall 
University Counseling Center hammond@wsuvm1.esc. wsu.edu Bowling Grcea, KY 42101 
340 Knight Hall. P.O. Box 3708 Phone: 502-745-3159 . 
Laramie, WY 82071 301 Washington University-St. Louis Fax: 502-745-6582 
PhoDe: 307-766-2187 Easton. Robert E-Mail: Richard.Grcer@wku.edu Fax: 307-866-4003 Counseling Center 
E-Mail: atumer@uwyo.edu Box I 053 ODe Brookings Drive 310 Westem Maryland College 
St. Louis. MO 63130-4899 Glore, Susan J. 
Phone: 314-935-5980 Counseling Ceater 
Fax: 314-935-5781 2CoUegeHill 
E-Mail: easton@ Westminster, MD. 21157 
fcrc-next.ecs. wustl.edu Phone: 410-857-2243 
Fax: 410-857-2729 
311 Weetem Miebi&an UDiversity 
Kiracofe, Noi'DWl M. 
Counseling Center 
2510 Faunce Studeot Service Bldg 
Kalamazoo, MI 49008 
Phone: 616-387-1850 
Fax: 616-387-1884 
E-Mail: nonn.kitacofe@wmich.edu 
312 Weetem Washiugtoa Uaiversity 
Kiag, Michael M. 
Cotmseling Ceater 
MS9091 
Bellingham, WA 98225-9091 
Phoae: 206-676-3164 
Fax: 360-650-7308 
E-Mail: mmking@heasoa.cc. wwu.edu 
313 WhitDUIII CoUege 
Jacks, Richard N. 
Couaseling Center 
345Boyer 
Walla Walla, WA 99362 
Phone: 509-527-5195 
Fax: 509-527-5859 
E-Mail: jacks@whitman.edu 
314 Whittier CoUege 
Paraea. Jaae C. 
Psychological Services 
P.O. Box. 634 
Whillier, CA 90608 
Phoae: 310-907-4239 
E-Mail: jpamea@whillier.edu 
315 Wideaer UDiversity 
Dreehea, Jane 
Counseling Center 
14th & Melrose 
Cheater. PA 19013 
Phone: 610-499-1183 
Fax: 610-499-4387 
316 Williamette UDiversity 
Loera, Deborah L. 
Couaseling & Health Services 
900 State Street 
Salem, OR 97301 
Phone: 503-370-6471 
E-Mail: dloers@willamette.edu 
317 WJlliams CoUege 
Howland, Joha S. 
Psychological Counseling Service 
Willinmstoa, MA 01267 
Phone: 413-507-2353 
318 Wmoaa State Uaiversity 
Beatley, Charles 
Couaseling Center 
J32 Gildemeister 
Wmona,MN 55987 
Phone: 507-457-5330 
Fax: 507-457-5317 
319 WiUeaberg University 
lauffeaburger, Uoda 
Wellacss Center 
P.O. Box 720 
Springfield, OH 45501 
Phone: 513-327-7811 
320 Worehester Polyteeh last. 
Halstead, Rick 
Counseling & Student Dev. Center 
157 West Street 
Worchester. MA 01609-2280 
Phone: 508-831-5540 
Fax: 508-831-5139 
E-Mail: halstead@wpi. wpi.edu 
321 Youagfllowa State Uaiversity 
Letchworth, George E. 
Counseling Ceater 
Youngstowa, OH 44S55 
Phone: 216-742-3057 
Fax: 216-742-1998 
E-Mail: aststo50@ysob.ysu.edu 
SURVEYS NOT INCLUDED IN DATA 
322 Uaiversity of Nevada-Las Vegas 
Daviclsoa, James (Ciiaical 
Coordinator) 
Studeat Psychological Services 
4505 S. Maryland Pkwy, Box 2005 
Las Vegas, NV 891~2005 
Pboae: 702-895-3627 
Fax: 702-895-4427 
E-Mail:daviclsoll@aevllda.edu 
323 Missialippi State Uaiversity 
Fager, Leland E. 
Couaseling Ceater 
DrawerNL 
Mississippi State, MS 39762 
Phone: 601-325-2091 
324 Swarthmore CoUege 
Ramirez, David E. 
Psychological Services 
500 CoUege Aveaue 
Swarthmore, PA 19081-1397 
Phoae: 215-328-8059 
Fax: 610-328-7837 
E-mail:dramire1@swarthmore.edu 
325 Arizoaa State Uaiversity 
Branch, Teresa 
Counseling Service 
Student Services Bldg., B317 
Tempe, AZ 85287-1012 
Phoae: 602-965-6147 
Fax: 602-965-3426 
326 Duke Uaiversity 
Barrow, John & Webb, Libby 
Counseling Center 
Box90955 
Durbam. NC 27708-0955 
Phoae: 919-660-1000 
Fax: 919-660-1024 
327 Uaiversity of Vermoat 
Schepp, Kay Frances 
Counseling & Testing Ceater 
146 S. WiUiams Street 
Burliagtoa, VT 05401-3492 
Phoae: 802-656-3340 
Fax: 802-656-8022 
E-m:KSCHEPP@MOOSE.UVM.EDU 
328 American University 
DiNuzzo, Theresa M. 
Center for Psychological and Leaming 
Services 
201 Mary Graydoa Ceater 
Washington. DC 20016 
Phone: 202-885-3360 
Fax: 202-885-1042 
329 Fort Lewis CoUege 
McGiMcss,Susan 
Counseling Service 
260 Noble Hall 
Durango, CO 81301 
Phone: 970-247-7212 
Fax: 970-259-7282 
MCGINNESS_S@FORTLEWIS.EDU 
330 SUNY -Stony Brook 
Byrnes, Anne 
Counseling Ceater 
. Student Health Center 
Stony Brook, NY 11794-3100 
Phone: 516-632-6720 
Fax: 516-632-9754 
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